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The wrestling match booked for
Monday night, June 3rd. between
Billy Jenkins and Karl Vostik,
promises to be the best thing ever
lied off in this community. Jenkins demonstrated here last Saturday night that he knew the game
thoroughly, and that the fine points
were all easy to him. From reports,
Vostik is "right there," always,and
and has defeated the best Belgium
can produce and has come to this
country looking for fresh honors.
Vostik, aside from being a champion
wrestler, is also a clever heavyweight juggler, and some astounding
stunts are promised the local grapple-fans when he blows in town the
latter part of the week. Jenkins is
training hard for the bout, and on
Monday night in Clarksville won
from Herman Schmidt, a 20‘.-p•aund
giant. Schmidt claimed to be in
elegant condition, and put up a good
fight, but the smaller man was too
much for him and won the bout in
less than one hour of wrestling.

AND REPUBLICANS ARE FIGURING

FEDERAL DECORATION DAY
Quiet Observance of the Occasion in Hopkinsville and Flowers Are
Laid on Old Soldiers Graves—Baseball and Barbecue—Banks
and Postoffice Closed.

ON TICKET.

q

Decoration day is being quietly spect the property, much interest
observed in Hopkinsville. All gov- having been aroused by the recent
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SIX CENTS A SPOOL,
SAYS THE THREAD TRUST.

LEE'S VETERANS.

PERSONAL NOTES.

i BUGGIES

Driving Wagon,Stanhopes, Surreys,

n Fact We Have Just What You
are Looking for.

Try a "Sayers and Scovill"

IN A CAR.

AGREE ON JUDGE.

CHRISTIAN CONTI CASE.
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F. A. YOST CO.,
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A Few of the Many Good Things Now Being Shown at

Hook' sville's

urnitur

tore

Our stock was never larder, more varied or brim full of better values in
all kinds of Furniture than now. YOU CANNOT AFFORD TO BUY FURN,
ITURE BEFORE LOOKING THROUGH OUR IMMENSE STOCK. COME.

A Pretty Line of Odd Dressers
In all styles, in plain and Quartered Oak and Mahogany. Low base, high base, princess and dreising tables. Fifty designs. all told.
IN,

0-

Chiffoniers to Match the Dresser Line

---•............v
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-.....-_
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In all' styles and finishes arid designs. A chiffo' nier is a very desirable piece of bedroom
furniture; roomy drawers, fitted with a'nice mirror and of itself takes up
very little room. We are showing more than 15 pattHrns,
from the cheapest to,the very finest

1
. ,77.-"-;. f•--....c--ve:------_,...---------
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YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD! WHY NOT FUNISH YOUR HOME AS YOU
WOULD WISH AND PAY FOR IT AS CONVENIENT?

•'44

-.4'1'1;1
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Pedestals
and Center
Tablas
In tasty designs to
suii any pocketbook.
Have you seen the
new tables in inlaid
ddsigns? We will be
pleased to haw, yon

CALL
AND SEE
THEM

Upholster Department
Our upholstered department is second to none in the
city. Genuine leather Davenport Begs, Leather Couches,
Leather Rockers, Leather Parlor Suites, Odd pieces in Leather, in Fabrics and Highly Polished Wood Seats. It is a treat
to see the many pretty pieces in this department. Call and
and look them over.
4memmoik

Carpet

41orimn1=1,a,

And Rug Department.

Brim full of new rugs, room sizes; new carpets, Ingrain
and Brussels, bright new Japanese and China Matting.

Nothing Like a Good Restful Bed
We have the requisites.
Victor Springs and the Ostemoor Felt Matress. Made
in many styles to fit any
bed and to suit all kinds of
folks. If you are not resting well o' nights you h.ad
better try our prescription.
You run no risk. Just telephone us and we will

Send Them
Out
On Approval.

IVCCEI.110Y-SHANNON
SPRING 131t1DS.
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KEACH FUR MAE
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.

BOTH PHONES

COMPANY.
NINTH STREET
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SINKING FORK NOTES.

WILLIAM MB,OLEFIN
IN CHRISTIAN COUNTY, IS DEAD

Miss Hattie Atwood was the guest
of Miss Laura Guthrie. Sunday.

HAD THEINIIONG MAN

Miss Ellen Wood, who is attending school at Bethel college, in HopNEGRO WAS NOT JOHN DICKkinsville, visited relatives at this
INSON'S SLAYER.
place Saturday and Sunday.

Miss Jessie Mae Cullom is spending this week with Mrs. Urie CorneNative of Scotland and Came to America In 1837.—Had L'veJ Here Many
lius.
Bore a Marked Resemblancc to The
Years.—Claimed to Have Been 108.
Miss Berta Hiser, of Hopkinsville,
Muderer And Was Taken
spent Sunday at this place.
to Trenton.
Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Miller, of near I
tatien and skill, the masonry of
(From Friday's Daily)
William Coburn, the veteran stone many of the most important buildregion having been laid
mason and probably the oldest man ings in this
him.
by
in the county if not in the state, died
His death, while largely due to
Thursday at his home about four disease incident to his advanced
miles from town-on the Julien road. age, was hastened materially by a
It is claimed that Mr. Coburn was fall which he suffered several weeks
108 years old. He was a full blood- ago and from which his hip was badly injured.
ed Scotchman and is said to have
The funeral services were held at
come to America in 1837 at which the late residence this morning and
time he was thirty three years of 10 o'clock and were conducted by
age. For the larger part of his life Rev. Dr. W. L. Nourse. The body
was buried in the garden beside that
in this county, if not all of it, he of
his wife who preceded him severhad lived at,the home where he died. al years ago. One child, Mrs. Thos.
He was a stone mason of wide rel'll-Clark, survives him.
"7"--

CERULEAN. NO ES.
Mr. R. P. Turney returned o Misaissippi last Friday after several
days' visit to his family.
Miss Gertrude Biggs, of Lutesville, Mo., who has been visiting the
family of Mrs. R. P. Turn y, left
last Friday for Nashville for a visit
to relatives.
Mr. T. 0. Turner spent last Sun,
day at Dawson Springs.

and now he has measles contracted
while there.
Mrs. R. F. Warren and little son
have returned to Guthrie after several days' visit to Mr. G. T. Penn.
Mrs. Wade Jefferson and children
have returned to their home at Cadiz, after a visit to Mr.',J. S. White.
Mr. Mack Stewart spent last Sunday at Eddyville.
Mr. Lewis J. Stewart was able to
visit Cerulean this week after being
confined to his home most of the
time.

Little Randle Franklin Turner,
who has been quite sick for several
days, is able to be up again.
Incubators and Brooders.
Mrs. Nannie Belle Ficken return-1
ed to her home at Hopki.isville lastl The Bradley machines stands the
Sunday after a visit to relatives test, hatches all fertile eggs, and
here.
I raises strong healthy chicks. See
Mr. W. D. Turner, of near Bain- their local agent C. L. DANIEL at
bridge, came home from a visit to his poultry yards. South Virginia
is son in Illinois a few days ago, street. Cumb.'Phone 718.
wtf.

Gracey, visited at Mr. G. H. Wood's
Saturday night and Sunday.
Mrs. W. A. Bailey and little son, t A negro supposed to be Godfrey
Fentress, of Hopkinsville, visited Ray, the muderer of John Dickin•
son, marshal of Trenton, was arrestrelatives here last week.
Mr. Beverly Stewart, of Gracey, ed at Central City Wednesday. As
in case of a number of others who
was in our midst Sunday.
have been arrested and taken to the
Mrs. G. T. Underwood, who has scene of the murder, this one proved
been quite sick for some time is very to be the wrong man. However, the
slowly improving.
resemblan ce between the suspect an
Mr. John Murphy made a flying the real murderer is said to be very
,strong, and it was thought for a time
trip to Cerulean Sunday.
that the right man had been caught.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Smith visited The
negro was badly frightened
at Mr. John Marquess of Cerulean when he reached
Trenton, and was
Sunday.
I. C. U.
very glad to get away.—Pembroke
Journal.
- Words
for
Good
Chamberlain's Cough
Relief
from
Rheumatic
Pains.
Remedy.
"I suffered wtih rheumatism for
People everywhere take pleasue
in testifying to the good qualities of over two years," says Mr. Rolland
Chamberlain's:Cough Remedy. Mrs. Curry, a patrolman, of Key West,
Edward Phillips of Barclay, Md., Fla. "Sometimes it settled in my
writes: "I wish to tell you that I can knees and lamed me so I could hardrecommend Chamberlain's Cough ly walk, at other times it would be
Remedy. My.little girl, Catherine, in my feet and hands so I was inwho is two years old, has been tak- capacitated for duty. One night
ing this remedy whenever she has when I was in severe pain and lame
had a cold since she was two months from it my wife went to the drug
old. About a month ago I contract- store here and came back with a boted a dreadful cold myself, but I took tle of Chamberlain's Pain Balm. I
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and was rubbed with it and found the
was soon as wyll as ever." This rem- pain had nsarly gone during the
edy is for sale by Anderson-Fowler night. I kept on using it for a little
Drug Co.,(Incorporated) the leading more than two weeks and found
Drug store 9 and Main Hopkinsville that it drove the rheumatism away.
I have not had any trouble from that
disease for over three months." For
WANTED—Gentlemen or lady to sale by Anderson-Fowler Drug Co.,
t
leading Drug
travel for Mercantile house of $250,- (Incorporated.) ,.17
store
9th
and
Main
Hopkinsville.
000.00 capital. If desirable the home
may be used as headquarters. WeekThe Kind You Have Always Bought
ly salary of $1,092.00 per year and seen the
expenses. Address J. A. Alexander, Signature
126 Plymouth Place, Chicago, Ill.

MAY 'ECORDS
NOW ON SALE

Columbia Go41 Mould Records.
"Hip, Hip, Hurrah!"
"Owatoma"
"LovingTime"
"School Days"
"Uncle Josh at the Dentist's."

"Columbia 10-in. Disc Records.
"Bake Date Chicken Pie"
"The Rosary"

"My Irish Rose'

Edison Gold Mold Records
"Poor John"
"While I Have You"
"0. Mr. Brown"
"Dixie" (the old, old tune)
"Meet Me at the Corner"
"I've Told His Misses All About Him."
"San Antonio"

Victor Records
"The Girl Who Was Meant for You"
"nail Without a Woman"
"Homesick Yankee"

"School Days"
"Becky and lzzy"

And All the Other Latest.

C. E. West, Jr.
The Graphophone Man
Phcenix Bldg.
Both Phones.
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Is the joy of the houtehold, for without
it no happiness can be complete. How
sweet the picture of mother and babel
Angels smile at and commend the
thoughts and aspirations of the mother
bending over the cradle. The ordeal through
which the expectant mother must pass, howbON MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE IN
ever, is so full of danger and suffering that she
looks forward to the hour when she shall fee/
CHRISTIAN COUNTY
the exquisite thrill of motherhood with indescribable dread and fear.
Every woman should know that the danger, pain and horror of child.
birth can be entirely avoided by the use of Mother's Friend, a scientific
for external use only, which toughens and renders pliable all
liniment
Data Covering a Period of fwenty
the parts, and assists nature in
Years Will be Gathered By
its sublime work. By its aid
Mr. Pettis.
thousands of women have
passed this great crisis in perfect safety and without pain.

Breathitt For Wilson.
11MMIME
.
11 110111111
.
.
4 ralM1

POLLARD-GARROTT.

GEITING STATISTICS BABY'S

ON TRACK OF A BUG

The Courier-Journal says:
Judge James Breathitt, of Hopkinsville, mentioned as a possible
(From Tuesday's Daily)
candidate for the Republican nomi!-fsquire Walton Garrott, of S. El- THE NAME OF WHICH IS MERELY nation for attorney general, was at
silo, and Miss Anna Pellard, of St.
the Louisville Hotel last rile t on
ESPITRIX PARVULA.
his way home from Frankfort.
Bethlehem, Tenn, will be married
at
o'clock
5
at
afternoon
Thursday
Judge Breathitt. said that he was
afminediately
not a candidate for any office. He
the bride's home.
admitted that some of his friends
ter the ceremony they will go to the
groom's home where they will re- Unscientific PeOple Call It Tobacco had been urging his name for the
nomination for attorney general, but
side.
Flea Beetle And It Is a
said that he did not know whether
Bad Lot.
For a cold or a cough take Kenhe would accept if the nomination
nedy's Laxative Cough Syrup. It is
were tendered him. He said that
BETTER than any other cough
he was for A. E. Wilson for the
prinremedy because its laxative
Sold at $1.00 per bottle by druggists. Our book
copious
healthy,
for governor and that
a
nomination
assures
ciple
exof priceless value to all women sent free. Address
the
Townsend,
T.
of
H.
the
C.
agent
Prof.
a
special
Pettis,
John
same
the
action of the bowels and at
the Louisville man seemed to be
throat,
the
Washington
of
from
,
irritatson
sent
has
been
was
government
pert who
it heals
BRADFIELD REGULATOR DO., Atlanta, aa
ahead in the western part of the United States
strengthens the bronchial tubes and to investigate the ravages of the bug
of
the
county
in
the
offices
busy
IC•an
allays inflammation of the mucous which has been doing so much dam- state.
several
for
here
circuit
clerks
and
membrane. Contains Honey and
When your food has not been prop- days going over the old records and 111••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Tar, pleasant to take. Children age to tobacco plants in the beds,
like it. Conforms to the National spent the day iriday in this county. erly digested the entire system is compiling statistics on the marriage
Prue Food and Drug Law. Sold by He arrived early in the day from Impaired in the same proportion. and divorce conditions in this counYour stonach needs help. Kodol
R. C. Hardwick.
Clarksville and as soon as he could For Indigestion aud Dyspepsia not ty. This is in accordance with a law
•IP
•
secure directions he visited a num- only digests what your eat, it tones passed three or four years ago and
to
strength
adds
ber of farms in the southern portion the stomach and
under the provisions of which this
of the county, especially along the the whole bcdy. Makes rich pure
is being gathered all
information
blood. Kodol conforms to the NaClarksville pike. He left Saturday tional Pure Food and Drug Law. over the country.
for Guthrie and Russellville.
Mr. Pettis is going back for twen(From Tuesday's Daily)
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
Hopat
arriving
on
y
Immediatel
ty years, or from Jan. 1, 1887 to Dec.
Mrs. F. W. Bristow and daughter,
STATUE.
BAXTER
JERE
the
to
find
work
ts
kinsville he set
31, 1906. He is going through all the
Elizabeth, of Russellville, are visitplants,
the
to
the
trouble
of
cause
records of the two offices and taking
Charles
Ther sisters, Mesdames
working
bug-for
the
names
he
and
and figures but no names, he
facts
NASHVILLE, Tenn., May 28....""jones and H. A. Keach.
purposes-"The Tobacco Flea Beet- A bronze statue of Jere Baxter, pro- being supplied with regular blanks
Mrs. Wm. H. Jesup has gone to
moter of the Tennessee Central rail- on which he makes his notations.
Dawson Springs.
name,
scientific
a
has
He says it
road, was unveiled Monday at the He expects to be in Hopkinsville for
Mercer Roberts, of Hopkinsville, but he. did not consider it necessary corner of Broadway and Sixteenth two weeks or more yet, as he has
made a run over Sunday afternoon to give it. However, if any one is avenue. A large crowd was present, run up against a big proposition of
and spent two hours with friends in curious to know it is called, by en- Gov. Patterson, Adjt. Gen. Tuly this kind here.
The idea of the government in
Brown and George II. Armstead, of
the city.-Clarksville Leaf-Chron- tomologists, `Espitrix parvula.'
he esti- Franklin, making addresses and the wanting this information is not
growers
with
talks
From
icle.
mates that not over one-third of a
being accepted for the city by known. The agents are sent out and
T. M. Hill and wife, 9f Louisville, full crop or about one half of the statue
Mayor Morris. The statue was instructed to get the information
were in the city today on their way crop of last year, will be planted.
•
erected by friends of Mr. Baxter and and get it as quickly as possible, but
to Hopkinsville to visit relatives. He estimates the injury by flea beet•
is the work of Miss Belle Kinney, of when their reports go in they are
-Henderson Journal.
•
le to the newly germinated plants at Nashville. It is of heroic propor- taken at once into the secret consul•
Mrs.
visiting
judging
is
cent.
per
50
Green
ly
approximate
Miss Lucy
tions, a good likeness and represents tation rooms and no publicity given
street.
from what he has seen so far.
N. D. Green on Campbell
Mr. Baxter in a characteristic pose. it. It is rumored that already
says:
He
further
Thurmond
enough information has been seJohn
ei
Mrs.
Mr. and
has
Clarksville,
Escape.
of
Turnley,
at
P.
Narrow
E.
A
home
their
to
cured along this line to amaze the
have returned
Plunk
of
merceant,
a
Clody,
W.
G.
twoset
aside
to
Mrs.
consented
kindly
and
Mr.
public when it is announced. As yet
Gracey, after a visit to
narrow escape four years
a
had
Mo.,
for
experimenttobacco
in
plots
acre
has been
Jack Torian.
ago, when he ran a jimson bur into though only a beginning
the
by
supervised
al purposes to be
thumb. He says: "The doctor made.
Harry L. Beach, of the Associated bureau of entomology and the state his
to amputate it but I would
wanted
Press at Chicago, is in the city se- experiment station. I wish further not consent. I bought a box of
Wonderfnl Eczema Cure.
curing data of the tobacco warfare to give wide publicity to a very per- Buckley's Arnica Salve and that
"Our little boy had eczema for
for a feature story in the Saturday tinent observation made by Mr cured the dangerous wound." 25c at
Pharmacy.
years," writes N. A. Adams,
Cook's
five
Higgins
es
Cook
Evening Post. He is at Hotel Turnley. It explains the damage by
Henrietta, Pa. "Two of our home
Latham.
(lectors said the case was hopeless,
the flea beetle to seedlings this year,
his lungs being affected. We then
Bova
Have
Always
You
Kind
The
one
is
and though this damage is now all %ors the
Dr. L. D. Long, of this city,
employed other doctors but no beneof the six students in his graduating done so far as the present season is know.
fit resulted. By chance we read
in
internship
an
similar
Electric Bitters; bought a bothow
about
secure
shosVs
it
to
concerned,
class
soon noticed improvement.
and
tle
AfChicago.
hospital,
prebe
can
years
future
Hahnemann
damage in
this medicine until
continued
We
ter standing the Illinois state board vented. Mr. Turnley has beds preseveral bottles were used, when our
examination in June, Dr. Long will pared according to his directions
boy was completely cured." Best of
all blood medicine and body buildspend the summer with his father which are absolutely uninjured ;,by
Our Prices Will Interest You.
s
ing health tonics. Guaranteed at
and relatives, entering upon his flea beetle or other cause. In pre
Pharmacy,
Cook's
Higgins
&
Cook
duties in the hospital in October:
paring them perfectly straight poles
60 cents.
s
were selected for the sides, a shal--.1111100-11.41111--Feet.
Aching
for
Cure
Certain
A
low trench was dug just outside the
ke into your shoes Allen's
•
poles all around the bed, and the
oot-Ease, a powder. It cures Tired,
•
of the canvas were brought
edges
Aching, Callous, Sweating, Swollen
the poles into this trench
•
feet. At all druggists and shoe down over
As
the
with
earth.
covered
•
stores, 25c. Sample FREE. Addres: and well
•
*Allen S. Olmstead, Lettoy,N. Y.
beds had been well burned previousFigured as a Principal In the Beecher
S
ly to sowing, all instct life therein Direct from the Orient.
BURNED.
Scandal.
FIRE-EATER'S HEAD
•
was destroyed, and between the
•
time of burning and date of putting
We call ourselves parweather
cold
the
canvas
the
on
PADUCAH, Ky., May 28.-John
PARIS, May 27.--Theo. Tilton, the
•
kept all insects inactive. Just r.s;
(Incorporated)
Koontz, 27 years old, who has been
in
te
fortuna
y
ticularl
author, who had been ill
American
began to turn
weather
the
as
soon
traveling with a circus, doing some
17th and Canton Sts., Hopi.insville, Ky
In this city for several days of pneu- •
warm the canvas was applied to
slight-of-hand tricks, was badly
the bed as above described. The re- securing delivery on monia, died Saturday.
burned yesterday evening while
In 1874 Mr. Tilton preferred sersult was that no flea beetle or other
giving an exhibition of fire-eating to
charges against Henry Ward
ious
the
to
gain
entrance
insects could
these goods.
a number of his old-time playmates.
o had been his pastor and
Beecher,wh
in
beds, and the stand of plants
His eyesight was saved by his wearand demanded damintimate
friend,
them is fully as good as in former
are
mattings
All
- t0464tal$00400000.
6 110
eNDStigefeaket•itiing glasses.
of
$100,000. After the tragedy .
ages
years.
of
mouthful
Koontz took a large
which wrecked his career Mr. Tilton
•
"Under ordinary weather condimatE. B. Long, President.
W. 1'. Tandy, Cashier.
scarce and good
gasoline and applied a match. His
had
a
he
where
Paris,
lived
to
came
unstay
not
will
beetle
flea
tions the
stipstil was too full, and when he
solitary existence.
the canvas, the heat being too
•
der
• _s
went to blow a stream of fire from
be
to
hardly
are
tings
•
During the very exit.
for
great
his lips the fluid ran out of his mouth
ued cold
•
long-contin
and
ceptional
Cough
Good Words for Chamberlain's
down his cnin and spread flames
0
•
this spring the flea beetle had this season.
weather
Remedy.
terribly
was
about his head. He
ex•
the
canvas
under
•
beds
the
Capital,
found
$60,000.00
Ptople everywhere take pleasue
burned and will be scarred for life
•
oc
conseand
•
the
tastes,
qualities
good
his
to
were in testifying!to
actly suited
These goods
Surplus,
,
.00
$70,000
if he recovers.
Mrs.
Remedy.
's:Cough
Chamberlain
•
•
quently got in its work to the extent
Edward Phillips of Barclay, Md.. • This Bank ranks among the first in the whole state of Kentucky 0
of some 50 per cent damage to the bought at the :id
pri- writes: "I wish to tell you that I can
in proportion of surplus to capital.
New Ordinance Books.
•
young plants. While these peculiar
recommend Chamberlain's Cough •
My little girl, Catherine, • In SURPLUS There is STRENGTH •
Remedy.
weather conditions may not happen
ces aid we propose to who is two years old, has been tak- •
•
The new city ordinances can be again in many years, the moral to
We invite your account as a safe depository for your funds.
she has 0
di
whenever
this
remedy
ing
obserTurnley's
purchased from H. W. Tibbs, city be drawn from Mr.
your
months
in
Deposit
papers
our
fire
from
and
valuable
'
vault-safe
two
she
since
was
cold
a
had
the
give our customers
•
burglars.
clerk, at $1.50 for cloth bound and vations is that no matter what inold. About a month ago I contract- O
•
ed a dreadful cold myself, but I took •
sect turns up or what weather con$1.00 for paper bound.
ditions prevail, a little care in treat- benefit of it while they Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and
Per Cent. Interest on Time Deposits ••
was soon as well as ever." This remCul-t ment of the beds is certain to pro.•
owler
by
Anderson-F
edy is for sale
Ale•-a=t was sot
duce a good stand of plants.
last.
Drug Co.,(Incorporated) the leading •
vseebeats•••••••004.4000110.0000•09:
Drug store 9 and Main Hopkinsville
,
411.4-444.10.40++.4641.4110
,
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A little Kodol taken occasionally
S
It will be to your
C,
41. PCtT
especially after eating, will relieve
Have
You
Bought
Kind
Always
The
the
Beare
sour stomach, belching and heartbarn. J.B. Jones, Newport, Tenn. interest to buy 'early. Bigaature
writes: "I am sure three one dolof
bottles f your Kodol positively
lari
patterns
the '
cured me f dyspepsia, and I can Most of
three
was
that
as
recommen it
years ago alnd I haven't been botherwoved since with it." Kodol is guaran- are of the close
teed to giire relief. Sold by R. C.
Hardwick.
en servicable kind.
:
MAK)R
the—
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CHICAGO TRAGEDY.
A large line of room
McKillip Veterinary •
Cr
•
CHICAGO, Ill., May 28.-Miss size rugs at all prices.
College of Chicago, Ill.,
Philaner Swinner, aged 30, while in• Special attention given to repairing of all kinds. •
sane killed her mother today, ate,
for
in
Hopkinsvill
has
locate
1
0
to
afford
Satisfaction guaranteed. Shop down stairs in
You cannot
tempted to shoot her father, and
the practice of Veterinary Sur•
• Phoenix building, on Ninth St.
gery and Dentistry.
se
This has proven such
then committed suicide by pouring
•
seeing
before
rugs
buy
herself
setting
and
herself
oil over
lterOffice at Layne 's Stable.
a success that we have
on fire.
r MITtrWrIftr-ilr-Fr""fr-ifr' '"'"-__
made a second order.
our assortment.
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FRIEND
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•
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PERSONAL NOTES.
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It is Time You Were Think=
ing About Your

Screens.

We are getting lots of them
in hut can handle your
order and give it

Prompt
Attention.

•

Remember that we place
special emphasis on the
quality of our

1.7

•
•

•
•
•

••
••
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tin & Plumbing Works

100 Rolls
New
Mattind

TILTON DEAD.

The Hopkinsville
Lumber Company

•

•
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1 Dr. G. P. Isbei,

1 Electric
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SHOES
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Try a can, it makes old
walls look lide new.

Cook & Higgins

To be divorced from your appendix.
There will be no occasion for it if you
keep your bowels regular with Dr.
King'sNew Life Pills. Their action
t
least never
the appendix
t
is so gentlethat
cornhas 6ause o make he
Guaranteed by Cook & Higgins Cook's Pharmacy. 25 cents Try
them.

Keach
IF

furniture
9th St.

CAPUDINE

Co.

Both Phones,

CURES

It removes the cause,
soothes the nerves and
relieves the aches and
Feverish-

COLDS AND GRIPPE

ness. It
cures all

headaches and Neuralgia also. No bad
effects. 10c. 25c and 50c bottles. (Luivw.)

•

•

;

ers pillsamtildbedcteirmtae.in.Sulhey
gar-coated

The dose iS one,just one pin

constipation.
Vint your moustache or beard
a halitiftil trnvin ar rich hLick? Use
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"Meet Me at McGehee's," Gracey, Ky.
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All dt Salc
•

1 Beginning Saturday, J1 1st, 1007, Closes Wednesday, June 12111, 1907 A•ir
0
#

PRING business has been dull. I am overstocked on Spring
and Summer goods. This is my reason for having this sale.
So will not take up your time reading this circular but will use the
space quoting prices on good seasonable goods at less than cost.

"COUNTRY CLUB"SHOE

▪ • 9

P-10P E" SHOE

4

'IMIMMt•••••=1
MM.

SHOES SH. ES SHOES

V
A fine Vici Kid shoe, with Goodyear
g
welt soles. The proper thing for dress
-.I wear. Price

...„
. DAY G001.10!
-41,
•••••••••

71
4 AB the best Calico NN• i I I go dur.4
ing this sale at, per yard,
i
f
(Orly 10 yards to a customer.) 5c
ir
I
F Good Brown Domestic will go
•.
during this sale at

5c

.•

•=••••••••••••

-2121•11,
••.
•

••••2•1001/
••••••••••

_....,e_.

I

c

Best Brown Domestic in my
house as lang as it lasts per
Ill
yard
.
sairWorth on the market 8 1-2
11

0
4
-441--,/—

cts.

Pretty Good Bleached Domestic
.
during this sale at

✓
. Masonville Bleach Domestic,
while it lasts, per yard
- (Only 10 yds to cuAorner.)
,
-4111

Do not fail to see my Pickle
Shoes, they are up-to-date in
$1 a99 make as well as quality.
Former price $2.25 to $2.50, Knock Out
price $1.99.

Ladies' Slippers and Oxfords, in all the
latest styles and of the Hamilton-Brown
•make, will go in this sale at about
than mark20 Per Cent Less ed price.

I also have the American Lady Shoe in
low cut and oxfords that will go in this sale
at the same discount as • n other shoes.

3.19
9C1 $2.99

1 Yard-wide Brown Domestic, 61
-44__.
.
Knock-out price
A 1Vorth 7 1-2 cts per ard.

v
$

One lot Ladies' Shoes, good
quality and first-class stock
but small sizes, former price
a19
1
$
$1.50 to $3.00, Knock Out price, while they
last, only $1.19. Only 2 pair to a customer.

C I

n

1

Li

American Lady Shoes, DonBlucher, something nice,
former price $4.00, Knock
Out Price $3.19.

American Lady Shoes, best
shoes on the market; Ladies'
,9.former price
1t9
2.
$o
C
$3.50, Knock OPuattpernitce

You will be sorry if you fail
to buy a pair of my American
Gentlemaa vici shoes,former
price $4.00 and $4,50,Knock Out Price $3.69.

$3269

I have a big line of Children's Shoes and
Slippers that will go in this sale

At 10 Per Cent Off
marked price.

•

A nice light-weight, dressy shoe,
made of genuine Vici Kid, full of wear

Just think of it, you can buy and style. All sizes. Price
_
a nice Patent Leather Shoe
from me during this sale for
$3.89, worth $4.50 and $5.00, and after
this sale is over I will not sell them for less
should I have any left on hand.

3.89

NOTIONS!
•

All Men's and Ladies' Shoes not advertised
in this sale will be sold at a discount of

10 Per Cent Off
Marked Price. I havn't the space to quote
prices of my whole line, but can certainly
please you, both in price and quality.
One lot Men's Shoes, good
quality, former price $2.00
$1.49 to $3.00, my price during
this sale $1.49. ( Small sizes.)
.11,1••••

• Overalls! Overalls!
• Clothing!
Clo
k. ng!
.4.. thi
I haven't space to quote prices, but during sale will sell at 20
per cent less than marked price.
ansmica-..•,..mmeammarmr

and have
I handle the well-known brand of O'Bryan Brother's
former
jackets,
and
Overalls
sale.
a full line that will go in this
former
and
jackets,
Overalls
pair;
per
89c
price
price $1.00, sale
pair.
per
cents
46
price 60c, Knock Out Price only
-VM•••
12.•••••••••••=1.11•11.."
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One lot Apron Gingham, former
price 7 c fits per yard, sale
price

C

1
One lot Apron Gingham,former price 8 1-3 cents per
9C
yard, sale pr:ce ... . .
n
Ten pitces Fancy zulting, rice
for summer dre!-ses, termer
I.)
price 1O& 121 2c sal price
Big line of Farcy White Wai:tings
will go in this sale at abo.it
Marked
20 Per Cent Off Price.
S;x pieces Part Wcol Dress i en n
Good •., former price 25
iliji t.)
and 3!'c, sale'pricexer yd
8 pieces Fancy pi:.id Woolen rt •'111
Dress Gaecli, a i.• g.) -;1 L
C
thi sae ii - ct:1- .)er,.1
Twenty-live dress piltterns of Nevelty
Dress elor.ds., worth rzt
\ cf
$4.50 to $5 p. r eat- .
a
tern, go in this ale at W
Big lot of Si e 01 :g:tarr e,
wor0:n .30,7.:er:ari,
C
j
sale price only .
About 2.) pieces ef Far cy No , cities
in Dress Goods &tic Ftfect, w.-rtii 3,•c pr ,ard,
will 1.1,-,:i in tii a •41!e at .
One lot Fancy I);e ;s i ina a, 1 0
worh 2Cc- !c yd wil
0C
go in this :lite al,

SHOE

0

h

If my clerks do not
have the
• sell as I
not your neighgoods adver!isct kindly tell nie an.1
Should the weather keep cool, I still have some good winter
will cure all.
! bor, as I have a re..ctv that
goods for you

Hat!

-47 Clerks

0
1
1

DISINFECTING SOAP! 1
Best soap made for the complexion and skin. Drives away pimples
and has a good effect on dimples, and
is highly recommended for use in case
of small pox, scarlet fever or any other skin disease. Try it! Only 10 per
cake, 3 cakes for 25c.

0

Remember, I Am Agent For .12
the RI 16 GI Corset

OUR BANK
Remember, if you haven't the
money to buy from me during this
sale, I have a bank in my store and
will loan you money. Or if you have
money to loan, I will borrow it from
you, so there is no excuse for us not
being able to do some business this
time. Give me our banking business anyway, we will treat you as
well as anyone in this business.

And they will alse go in this sale. See
cut here shown for styles and come in
and let me sell you one at a bargain.

43c
63c
83c
Matting! Mattin0

:) cent line will
this sale at

go

during

75 cent line will
this sale at

go

during

line will be sold
this sale at

Mattin0

INTER-NATION STOCK POWDERS+
You can keep your hogs, cows and
other stock in good, healthy condition
if you will use INTER-NATION STOCK
POWDERS. 25c and 50c per package.

,
•11
11MCMI.
.....•••••••••111••=111115.1.1.Mir 1,

GROCERIES!

during

COST, and if you need anything in this
I bought too heavy in Mattings, and must sell them during this sale REGARDLESS OF
at the sale price.
purchase
line it will pay you to come to this sale and make your
'0 Cents Per Yard
Mattinz- worth 12 1-2 cents to 1 1') cents, sale price only
14 Cents Per Yard
Ntattrng worth 18 cents goes in this sale at
l9 Cents Per Yard
Matting worth • 5 cert.+ will o in this sale at
26 Cents Per Yard
Matting worth 30 and 35 cents will o in this sale at
,
,M/IMMIN:1=11•1=111—MOMMENS

_hot
lip

I
, alb-•ed.

Best Coal Oil 13 cents per gallon.
Nice Brown Sugar, 19 lbs. for $1.00.
Best Granulated Sugar, 17 lbs. for $1. Ap...
Best Green Coffee, 8 lbs. for $1.00.
Good Roasted Coffee, 8 lbs. for $1.00. leo_
ts
Soda 9 pounds tor 25 cents.
8 Cakes Long Tom Laundry Soap 25c. 1
7 Cakes Olive Soap for 25 cents.
7 Cakes Buster Soap for 25 cents.
6 Cakes Naptha Soap for 25 cents.
W

11

A,SWELL .LOW
made in all

cur

leathers
and
styles.

Well, Have a Prize to Offer for the First Day of This Sale!
to the person coming to my store and
I have wrapped up a pair of Shoes and put them away and will give them ABSOLUTELY FREEmy clerks the kind of shoes that I put
tell
even
not
will
trying on a pair of Shoes the same size as the ones that I will have wrapped up. I
bring the foot that will fit the shoes, then
away, and no one will know whether it is a man's or ladies' shoe but m)self. But if you will till you have made your purchase, and then
have
they will be given you FREE OF CHARGE. Of course you will not know what size shoe I
yoi will be sure to get a pair free of charge.
if you have the right size foot, I will refund your money. Bring the whole family along and then

A blucher lace
boot patent kid
vamp quarter and
lace stay, with
dull mat top.
welted sole. Periojate4 tip and
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All fur and straw Lats will :t:o in this
s2le at 1-4 off marked price.

Best Sewing Needles 2 cents paper.
Best Brass Pins 3 cents paper.
Knitting Needles 2 cents per set.
Hooks and Eyes only 2 cents card.
Good Pearl Buttons 4 cents per dozen.
Nice Pearl Buttons 8 cents per dozen.
Good Lead Pencils 1 cent each.
Best Lead Pencils 3 cents each.
Aluminum Thimbles 1 cent each.
Steel Thimbles 2 cents each.
Potato slicers 10c, worth 25c.
Good Tooth Brushes only 7 cents
Hair Brushes, worth 25 cents, I 0
sale price only .
...... I OC
Good Hair Brushes, worth 50c, A O n
brut,
sale price only

FARMTHIS HOUSE IS NOW AND HAS ALWAYS BEEN IN FULL SYMPATHY WITH THE
ERS OF THE DARK TOBACCO ASSOCIATION.

TH15 15
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PRICV

will be sent out
0
My terms during this sale will be STRICTLY SPOT CASH to one and all and no goods
n goods. Do
• on vpproval under any consideration unless cash is deposited with me until you retur
at McGehee's"
not forget the place, don't forget the date—June 1 to June 10--and don't forget to "Meet me
nage and hoping
and take advantage of this Great Knock Em All Out Sale. Thanking you for past patro
0el_ a continuation of same, I am Yours for Success,
vt
#
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BETTER TIME CARD ACough
THAN ONE WHICH IS SUPERSEDED SUNDAY.

Fast Train Will Make Flag Stops at
Any Of the Stations Along
the Line.

A

Medicine
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral Is a
regular cough medicine, a
strong medicine, a doctor's
medicine. Good for easy
coughs, hard coughs, desperate coughs. If your doctor
endorses it for your case, take
it. If not, don't take it. Never
go contrary to his advice.

MR. GREEN RESIGNS' LITTLE BABY
CURED Of ECZEMA

AS MEMBER OF STATE PRISON
BOARD.

Business Interests In Texas Require
His Undivided Attention—Fogg
Gets the Appointment.

004044444.0000440044
That hacking cough continues
Because your system is exhausted and
your powers of resistance weakened.
Take Scoffs Emulsion.
It builds up and strengthens your entire system.
It contains Cod Liver Oiland Hypophosphites so 4C•
prepared that it is easy to take and easy to digest. 40,

um•••••••—.11

Parents Applied to Hospitals and
Doctors but Could Get No Relief—Grew Worse Under Doctor's
Prescription — Friends Recommended Cuticura— Result

1.•

•

ALL DRUGGISTS: 50e. AND $1.00

A SPEEDY AND
PERMANENT CURE

"We express to you herewith our best •011/0•••••••••••••••••••••004,0111110
FRANKFORT, Ky., May 25.— thanks for the cure of our baby from
The Hon. George V. Green, of eczema. The eczema appeared when
the child was three months old. We
We urge you to
Christian county, Ky., has tendeted applied to several doctors and hospitals,
consult your
doctor
his resignation as a member of the each of which gave us something differ
;
ent every time, but nothing brought recoinprison
of
board
state
Kentucky
only
small,
is
Pills
The d ose of Ayer's
lief. A physician recommended a salve
one at bedtime. As a ru!e, laxative doses missioners.
which we threw into the fire after two
l
r
g
i
are better than cathartic doses. For conto-day accepted days' use as the eczema became worse
%Joy. Beckham
stipation, biliousness, dyspepsia, stck- the resignation and appointed Fin- so that the baby scratched his face. At
headaches, they cannot be excelled.
last, one of our friends recommended to
ley Fogg to the vacancy.
Ask your doctor about this.
us Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointdeto
order
in
Green
resigned
Mr.
1
—adeby the J. C..Ayer Co., Lowell, Mass.—,
ment. A few days afterwards improvevote his attention to large property ment could be noted. Since then we
Interests in Texas, which require have used nothing but Cuticura Soap
his frequent absence from the state and Cuticura Ointment, and now the
baby is six months old and is quite cured.
I Mr. Green made a most faithful All that we used was one cake of Cutiand efficient official and the excell- cura Soap and two boxes Cuticura Ointent results attained by the board ment, costing in all $1.25. Even the
Christian Circuit Court, Ky.
have been largely due to his efforts poorest man can pay that instead of
throwing it into the doctor's lap. I
Bell Henry King, et al
Equity
Against
myself only make twelve dollars a week
WHAT IS CATARRH?
as a teamster, but I recommend the
Pearl Henry, et al.
Cuticura Remedies strongly to all mothBy virtue of Judgment and Orwhose children suffer from such disers
der of Sale of the Christian Circuit
Catarrh is an inflammation of the eases. They are cheap, harmless and
Court, rendered at the February mucous membrane of the nose;throat good. C. F. Kara and Wife, 343 East
Term thereof, 1907, in the above and lungs, with many annoying 65th Street, New York,March 30, 1906."
cause, I shall proceed to offer for symptoms. Tn this climate there
sale, at the Court house door in are few who do not suffer from this
Hopkinsville, Ky., to the highest disagreeaba .disease, often in a
and best bidder, at public auction, chronic and dangerous state.
Soak the hands on retiring, in a hot,
on Monday the 3rd day of June, The one scientific and common- creamy lather of Cuticura Soap. Dry
1907, between the hours of 11 a. m. sense treatment is Hyomei, a com- and anoint freely with Cuticura Ointand 2 p. m., (being County Court bination of healing and germ-killing ment, and in severe cases spread the
Ointment on thin pieces of old linen or
day), upon a credit of six months
balsams which is breathed though a cotton. Wear during the night old,
the following described property, special inhaler that comes with loose, kid gloves, with the finger ends
cut off and holes cut in the palms, or a
to-wit:
CORNER EIGHTH AND CLAY STREETS.
every outfit.
of
old
bandage
light
cotton.
in
land
of
parcels
Three tracts or
A complete Hyomei outfit costs
Complete External and Internal Treatment for Every
Home Phone.1097; Cumb. 165-2. Residence, Cumb. 498.
Christian county, Ky., about five but $1.00, and L. L. Elgin gives his Tlumor of Infants, Children, and Adults consists of Cutfcure Soap (25c.) to Cleanse the Skin, Cuticura Ointment
miles South of Hopkinsville, and personal guarantee with every pack- (50c.) to Heal the Skin, and Cuticura Pills (Chocolate
Coated, 25c. per vial of 00) to Purify the Blood.
Sold throughout the world. Potter Drug & Chem.Corp., 9411•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
immediately in south Christian's
unrefunded
will:be
Sole Props., Boston, Man. Depots. London,Newbery,
age that money
propSq.; Paris, Roberts,5 Rue de la Paix.
This
Charterhouse
district.
farming
noted
sfir2dai1e4 Ire.," Dow to Cure Skin Tortures."
less the treatment cures.
water
fine
has
erty is well improved,
and is Oa a high state of cultivation;
:
Ky.
Christian Circuit Court,
For Sale.
upon a free turnpike with
situated
Winston Henry, Adr. et al
Equity daily Irian and in less than one mile
against
Pearl Henry, et al.
,
of an L. ez N. railroad station.
I The LottienTotel, at Henderson,
First tract contains thirty-six Ky., at public auction, to the highBy virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Christian circuit acres, and is a part of what is called est and best bidder, on June 1st, at
court, rendered at the February the "Rich Grove Place."
! The Lottie Hotel is situated on the
hundred
one
contains
tract
Second
'
above
the
in
1907,
term thereof,
east side of Main street, between
cause, I shall proceed to offer for and twenty-six acres, on the east 1st and 2nd, one square from the
It's Poultry that ranks about first among our country's industries. The yearly
sale, at the courthouse door in side of the Bradshaw pike, and is a CourtHouse, one square from the
death rate from disease and lice is about one-half of the hatch. Dr. Hess' Poultry
Hopkinsville, Ky., to the highest part of the Winston Henry home river front and in the heart of the
Panacea and Instant Louse Killer counteract the Poultryman's trouble.
and best bidder, at public auction, , place.
: business portion of the city. Street
on Monday the 3rd day of June, I Third tract contains one hundred car transfer in front of door every
While Panacea Prevents and Cures Gapes,
1907, between the hours of 11 a. m., and seventy-three acres, on the west ten Minutes.
and 2 p.m.,(being county court day) side of the Bradshaw pike, a part of
The Lottie has fourteen neatly
Indidestion, Cholera, Croup and the like,
upon a credit of six months , the Winston Henry home place.
: furnished rooms, lighted with gas
prop- ; This property will first be offered and electric lights; call bells in evIt contains just enough tonic to make the young grow rapidly. Dr. Hess's Poulthe following described
separately, and then the second and ery room; beautiful dining room,
erty, to-wit:
try Panacea also cause every organ to do its part, while the Instant Louse Killer
•
in
as
be
land
of
offered
will
parcels
tracts
third
or
tracts
Four
a with electric fans; large commodkeeps the outside of the Poultry at ease. Try it and be convinced.
the Southern portion of Christian whole, the best bid or bids will be ions kitchen, and large office.
county, Ky., on the Bradshaw road accepted.
! The Lottie Bar in connection, is
!
l At the same time and place as neatest equipped bar in the state. '
an near the town of Casky.
First. Containing thirty-seven above stated, Twill offer three more Pool room in connection; also large
acres, and being a part of the "Rich tracts of land, one of which contains pavilion in rear of saloon for lunch- Grove" place, conveyed to Winston thirty-seven acres and lies immedi- eon.
il ately adjoining the first above de- . Terms of sale, cash or equivalent
Henry by R. H. Kelly.
Including Ticks on Sheep, Bugs on Cucumbers, Squash and Mellon Vines, Cabbage Worms and Slugs on Rose Bushes.
Second. Containing fourteen and scribed tract; another contains to cash.
seven-tenths acres on the West side 'twenty-six acres and adjoins the . ,rhe Lottie rents for $115.00 per
of the Bradshaw road, and being a second tract above; the other con- month; two and a half years unexpart of the same which was convey- talus fourteen acres and adjoins the pired lease.
There are used daily in the United States about 75,000,000 eggs, the values of
T.
Ed- third tract above.
ed to Winston Henry by J.
R. G. DAVIS, Proprietor.
them and the poultry consumed per annnio is $500,000,000. Do you get part of this?
! All of said property will be sold d. 2t. w.12t.
munds, et al.
We import millions of eggs annually. If it pays to produce and import from
Third. Containing twenty-flveand upon the same terms and for di- ,
i
foreign countries with cost of importing will it not pay to produce them here? Feed
three-tenths acres on the East side vision.
A FEW DAYS LEFT.
1
For the purchase price, the purof the Bradshaw road, and beiug it
Crushed Oyster Shells and supply the demand for eggs. There is money in it.
ap
execute
bond
with
part of the land conveyed to Win- chaser must
The most frequent cause of hens not laying is the absence of carbohate of lime
We desire to impress upon readers
ston Henry by J. T. Edmunds, et al. proved surety or sureties, bearing
in their food. --Analysis of Crushed Shells shows that they are practically pure
Fourth. Containing seve,n-eighths , legal interest from the day of sale of our paper the importance of the
, the most essential e
. Jultry,
carbonate of lime and they supply, when
of an acre, and same being a house ; until paid and having the force and present combination offer of Weekly
Herald
Louisville
egg.
The
and
Era
New
and lot in Casky, which was con- effect of a Replevin l'ond. Bidders
ments and will greatly aid in the formation of the
For
year.
one
for
$2
only
papers
both
by
Mamie
I
to
Henry
be
comply
promptwill
prepared
Winston
veyed to
the subscription price of The Louisly with these terms.
Givens, et al.
ville Herald will be advanced May
HUNTER WOOD,JR.,
The above described property is'
WE WILL NOT CONCUDE WITHOUT MENTIONING
The publishers have notified us
20.
Special Commissioner.
sold for a settlement of the estate of
that the increase in cost of white
DR. HESS' STOCK FOOD
decedent, Winston Henry, and for a
them
for
it
necessary
makes
paper
his
heirs.
among
division
Farm Property For Sale.
The spring stock tonic and laxative which the stock's system so urgently demands
to raise the subscription rate. In
For the purchase price, the purchWe are ready for your commands.
order to make it possib:e for anyone
after a long period of dry feed.
aser must execute bond with approvTwo splendid tracts of land con- to take advantage of the low price
ed surety or sureties, bearing legal
interest from the day of sale until taming 262 and 133acres more or less, which prevails at present, the offer
paid and having the force and effect twenty minutes drive from Hop- will be extendedlto May 20. Send in
of a replevin bond. Bidders will be kinsville on Russellville pike. One your order at once.
prepared to comply promptly with improved and one unimproved.
J. 0. copK, Ex.
these terms.
d2w4
•:-_:. n,el 7.*.
(Incorporated
• HUNTER WOOD.Jr.
4TVt OA Yu Him Always
— .
frt-r, Vr:e
80ecia1 Commissioner C. C. C.
1C.74 F.flr'Speps1a Cu
r;C.':t'7
The change in schedule of trains
on the Illinois Central railroad
which at first glance seemed to be
working against the best interests of
this city, is really a much better arrangement than the old time card.
There was a disposition to raise a
kick against the taking off of the
7:18 a. m., southbound train as heretofore this train has been the only
one on which people from the territory between here and Princeton
could come to town conveniently,
the fast train not making the stops.
From Princeton to Nashville however the fast train will make flag
stops at all stations so as to take
care of this local business and people can come in as usual, the only
difference being that they will reach
here at 6:35 a. m.. instead of 7:18.
The addition of the southbound
tryin at 3:60 p. m., gives residents of
that section another opportunity to
come to town to do their shopping
without having to get up early. After completing their business they
can return at 11:20 as formerly or
wait until 8:15 at night and go back
on the fast train.
People living between here and
Clarksville can come in as before on
the 11:20 train and return that afternoon at 3:50 or 6:25.
-

We publish our formulas
We banish alcohol
from our medicines
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COMMISSIONER'S SALE.

M.

McGrew,

General
Machinist

Mill Supplies

FOR SORE HANDS

Everything Guaranteed.

•
•

.COMMISSIONER'S SALE.

POULTRY RAISING

Dr.
Hess'
Poultry
Panacea
and
instant
Louse

It Kills Lice on Stock As Well!

Killer

Counteracts
the
Pountryman's
Trouble

PLANTERS HARDWARE COMPANY
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Happy! Be Happy!

Be Wise! Be Wise

cll. YOur Tobacco On Abcrnatily's oosc Floor
Close up the year's business. It will cost you 25 per 100 pounds to sell on the Loose Floor.
What does it cost you to sell elsewhere? And? And? And?

Results on Loose Floor: Correct Weights, Highest Prices, Cash Returns, No Hereafter,
CROPS CLOSED OUT! REST! REST! REST! READY FOR NEW CROP!
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Liked the Town.

NAN EXONERATED
AFTER INVESTIGATION OF FIRE
MARSHAL'S EVIDENCE.

Grand Jury Says It[Worked Diligently
But In Vain On Night Riders'
Ontrages.

KENNEDY ITEMS.
Mrs. Jim Stephens and her daughter, Bertha, frorri Hopkinsville,
spent the day in the neighborhood
Sunday.
The Misses Wallace, of Newssead,
were the guests or Mr. and Mts.
Tom Wallace last week.
The youngest daughter of Mr. and
and Mrs. R. D. Fort, who has been
quite sick, is reported better at this
writing.
The annual children's day service
at Bethel church Sunday was quite a
success. A large crowd attended
and the children did their part
well.
Since the storm Sunday night the
weather has been quite cool. * *
•

FLOWEgS AND FAREWELLS.
Young Students Are Saying Good-Bye to the Alma Mater and Preparing for the Stern Realities of Life.

S. L. Burts, of Atlanta, Ga., the
inspector for the Western Union
telegraph company spent Friday in
the city. He went all through the
local office and complimented Mrs.
Randle and Miss Park on the perfect condition in which he found
everything.
After completing his inspection
Mr. Burt walked out South Virginia
street to the city limits and back
down Main. When he reached the
telegraph office again he was hot
and tired but enthusiastic over the
beauty of the city. "Why," said
he, "you have one of the prettiest
towns I have ever seen and especially is it true of your residences and
the premises surrounding them. The
lawns are well kept and most attractive. The business districts also seem to be in a most thriving condition and Hopkinsville is a city of
which her citizens may well be
proud."

this week to attend the Confederate
(From Wednesday's Daily)
reunion and to spend several weeks
Bethel Female College closed last with relatives and friends.
night one of the most successful
sessions in the history of that
Alumnae Luncheon.
splendid institution.
evilThe Alumnae association of BethThe chapel was filled with a
audiative
appreci
el
Female college met in the college
highly
and
tured
proful
delight
a
chapel
yesterday morning at ten
was
ence There
every
with
d
.
After the business session
receive
o'clock
gram and it was
pleasand
the following officers who have servmanifestation of approval
s:
follow
ed one term were re-elected:
ure. The program was as
Mrs. J. B. Trice, president.
Jansen
1. Wedding Music
Mrs. J. H. Anderson, vice presiMiss Mary Carr
•
dent.
Second piano—Miss Jones.
Mrs. J. M. Campbell, correspond2. Reading of Distinctions of Preing secretary.
paratory and Junior Classea.
Mrs. John R. Green, recording
Porter
ka
3. Piano Solo—Mazur
ry.
secreta
.
Miss Gussie Young
Profiof
cates
Graham, treasurer.
Miss
Jeanie
Certifi
4. Delivery of
s
Classe
at Hotel Latham
ediate
two
Interm
o'clock
At
ciency and
n
.Chopi
47
op.
a
there was luncheon given by the
6. Piano Solo—Ballade
Alumnae association. The tables
Miss Mary Carr.
EMPLOYE STRUCK IN STOMACH 6. Vocal Solo—A May Morning .
were beautifully decorated, and an
Denza
te menu was served. Mrs.
elabora
R.
BY TIMBE
Anderson was the accomStowe.
H.
J.
Ethel
Miss
s
Degree
and
as
plished toastmaster and the follow7. Delivery of Diplom
ing toasts were responded to:
8. Address by President.
ert
.Schub
"Our Guests"—Mrs. Jno. B. Trice.
Injury Was First Thought to Be Slight 9. Overture to Rosamond.
(Two pianos)
"The Old Oak"—Miss Mildred
But Death Resulted In a
Eunice
r,
Hamne
Annie
Lois Irvan,
Wharton.
Short Time.
Mayes, Gussie Young.
"The Class of '58"—Mrs. Arie B.
renwere
.
ons
Pettus
selecti
l
The musica
the
ng
Lang Syn?."—Mrs. Olympia
attesti
''Auld
fully,
dered delight
mperfor
the
P. Minims.
skill and cultivation of
them"The Old Girls"—Mrs. Tom UnMarion Suttlemier, an employe of ers and creditable alike to
derwood.
the Pratt-Worthington saw mill, selves and the institution.
conwere
s
night
y
Those present at the luncheon
degree
Sunda
and
died
as
n,
Diplom
west of Crofto
the
in
were:
blow
s:
a
ferred as follow
from the effects of
stomach received from a piece of
Misses Susie Boyd, Lillian Eades,
Miss Mary Louise Carr, music.
A.
M.
timber which got caught in the mill
,
Carr, Nannie Major, Carrie
Mary
Rascoe
Miss Mary
A.
M.
mson,
and was whirled about. Suttlemier
B tker, Jeanie Graham, Mildred
Miss Virginia Willia
,
timber
of
piece
the
g
was guidin
Wharton, Nannie Barnes, Polly
Miss Lois Irvan, B. A.
long.
very
not
and
which was small
Graves. Ethel Gollady, Nannie Bell
Miss Lucile Ellis, B. A.
When it got caught it struck him in
Ida Carloss.
Stowe,
to
s
President Harrison's addres
the stomach and side before he could the graduating class was one of inMesdames Granville Medley, J. B.
get away. A physician was sent for terest and inspiration, expressing Trice, H. L. Gaines, Joe Garnett,
but only small bruises were appar- his regard for the bright young Park, Lizzie Meacham,J. M. Campent on the surface and the injured graduates and his enduring concern bell, Lucian Davie, J. -R. Green.
man did not suffer much. Sunday in their welfare,-a feeling that/sep- Bailey Waller, Burnett, J. H. Annight he grew worse and before a aration could never alter. A social derson, Kate Wooldridge, Mattie
doctor could reach him he died. He hour was greatly enjoyed at the con- Buckner. Geo. Dalton, VanCleve,
was twenty-four years of age and a clusion of the program. President Mimms, Pettus, T. C. Underwood,
sterling young man. He leaves a Harrison will go to Richmond, Va., J. A. Barbee.
bride of six months.

NIGHT HIDERS BUM;
MASKED MEN VISIT SOCIETY OF
EQUITY MEMBER.

Force Him, Lightly Clad, T'o Go To
His Own islant Bed And
Dig it Up.

•

PRINCETON, May 28.(Special)—
Night riders, about thirty five in
number and all masked, went to tbe
home of Noble Robinson, near Otter
Pond in Caldwell county about midnight Saturday night, and after firing several shots ordered Mr. Robinson to come out of his house. Mr
Robinson obeyed the order without
even taking time to put on his shoes.
When he got outside the night riders
started off with him and he asked to
be allowed to put on his clothing. To
this his captors replied, "It is not
very cold and we will walk you fast
euough to keep warm." Mrs. Rob
VOR
inson then begged that her husband
WAS THE CHRISTIAN ENDEA
be at least permitted to put on his
STATE CONVENTION
shoes and she was told to throw
them out of the door which she did
and Mr. Robinson slipped them on.
He was then taken to his plant bed
The seventeenth annual convenwhere he was given a hoe and comtion of the State Christian Endeavor
to assist in the destruction of
pelled
Union of Kentucky came to a close
plants.
the
at Paris, May 19, after one of the
Mr. Robinson is not a member of
most enthusiastic and satisfactory
the association but belongs to the
meetings in the history of the state
American Society of Equity. He is
union. The convention had been in
one of the most peaceable and public
session since Friday, and for three
d citizens of his neighborspirite
days the Endeavor hosts were prachood.
tically in possession of the little blue
grass city. The total attendance at
Leave Warnings.
closing meeting could not have been
state
d.
The
hundre
twelve
less than
Night riders scraped the plant bed
huntwo
rs
organization now numbe
of H. C. Butler, an independent todred and fifty local societies, acting bacco grower of near Kirkmansville.
through fifteen district union, and On the barns of Frank McKinney
having a total of over twelve thous- and George Atkerson, of the same
he reports at the neighborhood. notes were tacked up
and members.
show a gain which read as follows:
closed
convention just
of twenty new societies organized in
"If you want to raise tobacco you
Kentucky during the past year, and must change your way of selling,
an excellent prespect of even greater you old dumpers. This a warning.
growth during the present year. If we have to come back there will
Thp International union, to which be something done."
HEROIC. ACT REWARDED.
this convention is tributary, meet
The notes were signed "Night
in Seattle in Jul.. It has grown Riders."
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn., May 29.
from less than six•y members in
—Charles Arms, of this city, has
C. P. GENERAL ASSEMBLY.
1881, 'to over four reillions at the
been awarded a gold medal and $1500
frcm
spread
having
present time,
The general assembly a the Cumby the Postoffice Department of the
now
is
it
one corner of Maine, entil
berland Presbyterian church has
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(From Wednesday's Daily)
A communication from Cadiz:in
today's Courier-JournalZscores Fire
Marshal Mott Ayres for his failure
to go to Cadiz and present to the
Trigg county juryliu:person the evidence be claimed toahave concerning the identity of'the person who
wrote a threatening letter to Robert
Wallis just before his tobacco barn
was burned. The ;papers forwarded
by Col. Ayres sought to lay suspicion on Squire N. E.eNabb, of WalIonia, as the author of the letter.
The communication to the CouiierJournal says that an 'investigation
resulted "in a complete exoneration of Esq. Nabb."
, Following is a written report made
by the grand jury to the judge of the
court upon the final adjournment:
"Hon. Thomas P. Cook, judge of
Trigg circuit court: The undersigned
grand jurors, duly impaneled at the
present May term of the Trigg circuit court, would respectfully report that in view of the many newspaper reports affecting the good
name and standing of our county,
and pursuant to the instructions
given us by your honor, we deem it
but just to ourselves and the people
of the county that we make a special report in writing as to the result
of our investigation into late occurrences—the subject of unfavorable
comment.
• "We have made due and diligent
inquiry and used all the means at
hand to discover Etna locate the responsibility of the destruction of tobacco beds and other offenses relating to the tobacco situation in Our
county. We have not been able to
secure any testimony which would
lead us to a conclusion as to the
guilt of any one. No one has come
before us Toluntarily and offered
•any evidence whatever. We have
coerced the attendance of many witnee,ses without result, nearly all of
whom were brought before us by order of attachments.
"We deeply deplore that these
things have happened in Trigg county, and hope that nothing of that
echaracter will again occur. We call
upon all to discountenance same and
act in a manner that our good name
and the public good will be best preserved.
"J. FRANK-LADD,Foreman.
"ED BRANDON, Clerk.
"ED MASON, Sheriff.
"T. W. MILAM.
"C. B. GREENWOOD.
"D. C. ADAMS.
"L. J. HUTCHINSON..
' "W. A. M'COOL.
-I'. M. THEOBALD.
"JOHN. H. ROGERS.
"P.0. MITCHELL.
"T. A. PRESCOTT."
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WILL BE ENFORCED

CANTRILL RESIGNS FROM APPELLATE BENCH
AND GOV. BECKHAM APPOINTS JOHN D. CARROLL.'

NAMES OF CITIES

WINFREE & KNIGIII,
RCal BidtC.

FRANKFORT, Ky., May 28.-1 his reason for resigning. He is suf- WILL NOT BE PLACED ON THE
Judge James Cantrill's resignation 1 ferfrig-fiom Paralysis and has not
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of Appeals was accepted today by ;
Gov. Beckham Appointed John D.
Gov. Beckham.
jCarroll as his successor. The reg- Too Much Trouble, Says Postmaster
Efforts Are Now Being Made to ReThe formal resignation filed by ular election will occur next NovemGeneral.—New Issue Coming
J udge Cantrill gave his ill health as ben
peal It In the Court Of
July I.
Appeals.

THE GROAN DOG LAW AND ITS

Those desiring life insurance wil
find it to their interest to investigate
the plans and record of the Mutual
Benefit Life Insurance company of
Newark, N. J. No Stockholders.
All profits divided among policy
holders. It is conspicuous for economical management, liberality of
policy contract, fair dealings with
its members and large ,annual dividends to reduce cost of your insurance.
ly
H. D. WALLA"' Agt.

HAS NAMED THE MAN

VETERANS LEAVE FOR RICHMOND TO
ATTEND THE CONFEDERATE REUNION.

SHOT A DESERTER
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OR. CABANISS DEAD, KENTUCKY CAPITOL
4

VENERABLE AND BELOVED MAN MODEL OF PEDIMENT HAS BEEN
OF GOD PASSES AWAY.
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THREATENING LETTER

Formerly a Missionary In China and Central Figure Is Statue Of a Beautiful
One of the Best Known Baptist MinWoman.—The Conception Is
isters In Kentucky.

Plant Beds of Equity

Striking.

Official

And of J. W. Hammock Have
Been Destroyed.

(From Monday's Daily)
State Fire Marshal Mott Ayres
has sent to Trigg county a batch of
papers to be presented to the grand
•usy in its investigation of Col.
Ayres' published statement that he
knew the man who wrote from Wal. Ionia a threatening letter to Robert
Wallis just prior to the burning of
Wallis' tobacco barn in Lyon county.
The man implicated is said to be a
rominent citizen of the Wallonia
• neighborhood, and sensational developments are expected. Col. Ayres
states that his wife's illness has prevented his appearing in person before the Trigg county grand jury,
but that he hopes to go to Cadiz
Wednesday.
Every plant bed at "Wildwood,"
the farm of J. W. Hammack, east of
Hopkinsville on rural route No. 2,
was destroyed Friday night by unknown parties. Mr. Hammock was
expecting- to raise a large crop of tobacco this year and had sown several beds. He was not a member of
the association. It is said that for
some time he had watched his beds
but relaxed his vigilance and they
were destrowed.
A plant bed containing about eight
hundred square yards belonging to
John M. Rice, of Bluff Springs, was
scraped by night riders. Mr. Rice
Is one of the best known farmers of
Christian county and is an officer of
the county union of the American
society of Equity. This organization has considerable strength in this
county, operating independently of
the dark tobacco association.

9nelitinuteGouRti Cat-r.ti
SW.salad Coo/40,r-

•;

TO STOP ALL BUSINESS

Rev. A. B. Cabaniss, one of the
oldest and best known Baptist ministers in this section of the state,
died at the home of his daughter,
Mrs. Ella Wood, at Trenton, Tuesday, says the Pembroke Journal.
Rev. Mr. Cabiniss was about 84
years of age, and for a number of
years was a missionary in China.
He retired from the ministry some
years ago. He had been in very
feeble health for several months and
his death was not a surprise to his
relatives and friends. Dr. Cabaniss
was a widower, his wife having died
about two years ago. The following
children survive: Mrs. R. W. Frey
and Mrs. Ella Wood, of Trenton,
and James Cabaniss, of Evansville,
Ind. The funeral was conducted at
the residence at 2 o'clock Wednes.ay afternoon and the interment
was in the Trenton cemetery.
Plucky Pembroke.
Pembroke people announce August 154 16 and 17 as the dates of the
Christian county horse. show. Last
summer, a stretch of bad weather
made, the show a heavy financial
failurie, but the management promises larger • purses than ever th s
time, and a bigger show.

STRIKE IS ENDED
Street Car

Men In Evansville, Ind.,

Return to Work.

4,7 Don't Let Talk Take the
•
Place of Test
•
•

Charles Henry Niehaus,the sculptor, has just• completed and placed
on view in his studio in New York
the plaster model of the pediment
for the capitol of Kentucky, which
Is now being built at Frankfort. The
design contained on a quarter scale
represents nearly two years of labor.
Perhaps the most striking feature
of the ensemble is the central figure,
a beautiful woman, heroic in size,
which typifies the state of Kentucky.
She stands in front of a seat of state
with uplifted arms, robed in Greek
attire. Her immediate attendants
are "Progress," who is seen in a
kneeling position at her feet pushing
a winged wheel; •'Posterity" on the
right in a reclining position is recording the events of the richly
people post; "Plenty" stands in the
background to the left with a horn
of plenty overflowing with fruit and
grain.
An agrioultural aspect is introduced by groups of cattle and horses
with male and female figures wreathing the picturesque creatures as in
festival array.
The integrity of the state is protrayed in the two ends of the pediment-by its grouping, and its stability is shown in the state seat which
is indicated at the left and by a
group of two figures tying facets,
signifying strength and unity.
At the other end is an Indian /
group of two figures, suggestive of
poioneer days, crouching with fear
and watching the approach of civilization. When in place the pediment will measure 74 feet in length
and 55 feet from lower base line to
apex.

EVANSVILLE, Ind., May 28.—
The striking street car men declared
their strike off , Saturday evening
A..
and returned to work with slightly
A.
Bought
You liaTe
C
thall
Kind let
a The C'
increased pay. The union is not
signature
recognized. ,The ears are running
as usual.
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The cities of the second class and
• under will be governed this year by
the Croan dog law, which was enacted at the last legislature. Under
this law all ordinances governing
the collection of taxes against dogs
were repealed.
Although the constitutionality of
the law is being tested in the court
of appeals, yet, while the decision is
pendiog, it will doubtless save the
lives of hundreds of dogs, even if the
decision should be unfavorable.
Most of the ordinances governing
dogs provided that on failure to pay
the fee for harboring dogs by a certain date each year the animals may
be killed, and about this time of the
year tne ruthless slaughter of canines was in full blast in alenqst ev:ery hamlet in the state.
:Under the provisions of the Croan
law, dogs are listed with the county
assessor, and thereby become property on an equal footing with horses
and cattle, and the "dog catthers"
are now stopped from slaughtering
them, the penalty prescribed in the
-town ordinances for failure. to tag
them. The only recourse the town
authorities now have according to
Mr. Croat', the author of the law,is
to impound the dogs running at
large the same as horses and cattle,
and compel their owners to pay
pound fees. He said nothing could
be done with dogs kept on the premises of their owners. Heretofore the
towns collected fees on all dogs regardless of whether they are kept
up or allowed to run at large.
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came into use in the earlier days. good pike, make a No. 1, small farm and in perfect repair, fine 2-story
sqn Davis Statute at Richmond.
commander of the United ConfederThe issue will consist offour denom- or any purpose.
frame dwelling with 9 rooms, veran•
Fine farm of 485 acres at Herndon, da in front and porches in rear, four
inatiins, two-cent and five-cent
ate Veterans, will preside. A dis370 acres cleared, 115 acres tim- frame tenant houses, two large new
tinct and exceedingly interesting
NEW ORLEANS. May 28.—An (Washington) and one-cent and four Ky.,
This farm is fine land with tobacco barns, two graineries with
ber.
feature of this reunion will be the appeal to all southerners briefly to cent (Franklin), the color being good improvements and well fenced capacity for 10,000 bushels of wheat,
presence of the widows and daugh- stop business and all moving wheels green, red, blue and black.
and in good heart and will be sold at 1 prge stables, cow houses, tool
a bargain as a whole or divided into houses, carriage and ice house, two
ters of all the great Confederate at 2 p. m., June 3, the moment of the
large cisterns, in fact an ideal farm
everal tracts.
leaders now living. Special effort unveiling of Jefferson Davis statue
with a beautiful lawn of four acres
a
has
268
200
acres
cleared
tract
1st
has been made to have them go to at the Richmond reunion of Confedgood dwelling 6 rooms, 3 halls, in front of house. One of the most
Richmond at this time, and they erate Veterans, was issued here by
porches, fine new stable, cost $700, desirable farms in tne state, in one
second
the
of
new barn. 3 cabins, cow house and of the hest neighborhoods, convenhead
Gile
the
will ride at
CHICAGO, May 29.—Privat
Gen. Lee, commanding the veterans.
shed, poultry house, smoke ient to school, churches and good
great parade which will precede the
which was issued as ory, a prisoner at Fort Sheridan, in machine
appeal,
The
Davis
coal house. Never fail- market. The land in first class conJefferson
and
house
unveiling of the
was shot and ing spring and cisterns.
dition. Will be sold on easy terms
monument on June 3. They are Mrs. general order No. 67, urges upon all attempting to escape,
2nd tract, 70 acres all cleared with to suit purchaser.
J. A. Hayes, only surviving daugh- Confederate soldiers in the United killed by one of a squad of soldiers,
Farm of 248,,i acres 6 miles east ol
ter of President Davis; Miss Mary States and other parts of the world who had orders to take the man dead good e fram house and good toba !Curtis Lee, only surviving daughter all employers of labor and workers, or alive. Half a mile from the fort, co barn.
Hopkinsville on the Edwards Mill
3rd tract. 46 acres of timber % A road, well improved with house 134
of General Robert E. Lee; Mrs. their wives and children, that for Gilroy was driven into a barn and
mile
from Herndon.
stories, 6 rooms, 3 halls, pantry and
.
Stonewall Jackson, Mrs. J. E. B. five minutes they cease all occupa- ordered to surrender. He replied by
Nice new cottage on South Virgil.- 3 porches, 4 tenant houses, 2stables,
Mrs.
Pickett,
E.
Stuart, Mrs. George
from the upper ia street. Has six rooms and bath and 1 tobacco barn, good orchard of *
William 'Mahone, Mrs. Fitzhugh tion and with bared and bowed qjrowing stones
then fired by room, good cistern and stable. Lot 3 or 4 acres, 25 acres of timber faxmw
was
shot
A
memory
the
to
window.
Lee, and Miss Lucy Lee Hill Mac- heads do reverence
fronts 86 feet and runs back 192 feet is well matured and land is 31:1 good
otve of the soldiers and Gilroy fell tola 16 foot alley. This place will be part and under gold wire fence.
Gill, daughter of General A. P. Hill. of the Confederate leader.
dead.

Don't let anyone's prejudice or
.;elfish opposition convince you that
any of the Hartman Mfg. Co's in ikes
of Cultivators are not better than any
other Cultivator on the market.
That's no way to judge.
You can test it for yourself and you
are the only one who knows when
the Cultivator suits you.
We are willing to stake the success
of our whole busincss on public opinion founded on this test.
If you are in the market for a Cultivator buy a Hartman and be con-

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• Planters Hardware Co.•
•
vinced of its merits.

We can save you money if you will

let us.

(Incorporated.)
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The Farmer's Wife
Is very careful about heichurn.

he
scalds it thoroughly after using, and gives
It a sun bath to sweeten it. She knows
that if her churn is sour it will taint the
butter that is made in it. The stomach is
a churn. In the stomach and digestive
and nutritive tracts are performed processes which are almost exactly like the
churning of butter. Is it not apparent
then that if this stomach-churn is foul it
makes foul all which is put into it?
The evil of a foul stomach is not alone
the bad taste in the mouth and the foul
breath caused by it, but the corruption of
the pure current of blood and the dissemination of disease throughout the body.
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
makes the sour and foul stomach sweet.
It does for the stomach what the washing
and sun bath do for the churn—absolutely
removes every tainting or corrupting element. In this way it cures blotches,
pimples, eruptions, scrofulous swellings,
sores, or open eating ulcers and all
humors or diseases arising from bad blood.
If you have bitter, nasty, foul taste in
your mouth, coated tongue, foul breath,
are weak and easily tired, feel depressed
and despondent, have frequent headaches,
dizzy attacks, gnawing or distress in stomach, constipated or irregular bowels, sour
or bitter risings after eating and poor
appetite, these symptoms,or any considerable number of them,indicate that you are
suffering from biliousness, torpid or lazy
liver with the usual accompanying indigestion, or dyspepsia and their attendant
derangements.

Advertising Rates.
Transient advertising must be paid
for in advance. •
Charges for yearly advertisements
will be collected quarterly.
withAll advertisements inserted
charged
be
will
time
out specified
for until ordered out.
Announcements for Marriages and
,
Deaths, not exceeding five lines, and
gratis.
published
notices of preaching
11
a
8
al sci:• • 1 • . 1 8
i.• •
Obituary Notices. Resolutions of ence
titans
Agalest ii e a ve
notices,
e.1 ions, :
• orts la • .
I
Respect, and other similar
•• • • •
IMTlitraiMqvci
five cents per line.
. • : 3 •
a the severe
b.,. ..
hArm•
Directory.
Court

•

CIRCUIT COURT—First Monday in
June and fourth Monday, in February and September.
QUARTERLY COURT—Second Mondays in January, April, July and
October.
FISCAL CouRT—First Tuesday in
April and October.
COUNTY CouRT—First Monday in
every month.
- near Chattanooga,
inn,
A famous
this summer if
close
says that it will
out.
the city doesn't look

1•

•

•a

• •••

•If*11

absolutely true
will be readily proven to your satisfaction
If you will but mail a postal card request
to Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y., for a
free copy of his booklet of extracts from
the standard medical authorities, giving
the names of all the ingredients entering
Into his world-famed medicines and showing what the most eminent medical men
of the age say of them.
• rY

at t is IS

--- -A Persian prince who is traveling
in this countryisays he is too busy
to think about matrimony. If he is
required to do as hislillustrious relative, the late shah, did and take unto himself 80 wives, he cannot be
The best way to absorb Central blamed for postponing the thing as
America, is to let Mexico civilize it long as possible.
—

first.
The only really untle.sirable citizens nowadays, are the umpires that
go back on the home team.
A Kentucky dairyman has, been
caught-selling milk with minnows
should be more particular
in it.
supply.
water
about his

ne

Bellamy Storer, Poultney Bigelow, J. Ralph Burton and E. H.
- Harriman are all keeping very quiet
these days.
No one has given the president a
%-,ehance to write a letter explaining
*fly-Harriman is an undesirable
citizen.
They are thinking of naming one
of the new battleships, Utah. We
'presume it will always be accompanied hy a plurality of consorts.
The sweet girl gra-Nate is beginning now to think about her valedictory. The graduation costume
was settled long ago.

I
A. spiritualistic medium says Mars
Is angry because her signals are being ignored by the earth. Business
must be dull on Mars when she goes
so far out of her way to pick a quarrel with her neighbors.
• Roumania is rebelling and rioting
because Russia did. Which goes
again to show that niat:one are merely aggregations of individuals, and

that their foundation is human nature.

President Bonilla, who, when last
heard from, was fleeing, is to give
battle again to his enemy. Evidently 113 believes in the maxim that he
who fights and runs away will live
) fight anether day.
Prof. Henderson of the University
of Chicago said to his class recently •
'Chicago is a large city, like Peking, but it is not great. People live
here only until they can they can go
to New York, London or Paris on
their way to heaven." That is almost as bad as what Jack London
said of that city on his return to
England. "Chicago," he said, "is
a sort of cross between a civilized
city and a western mining camp, except that things are dene in Chicago
every day with impunity for which
in a mining camp a man would be
snOt on sight." Both of these critics may be right, but, remarks the
Chicago ChroLicle, it may not be
amiss to inquire whether the University of Chicago is great or only
large.
Keferring toEt local politician, a
Neia•aska, paper says. We will not
call him an ass, we will print his
•.peech". The editor of that paper
must be fitting himself for a place
in the diplomatic corps.
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Lesson IX.—Second Quarter, For
June 2, 1K7.
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MOND WAND'

THE INTERNATIONAL SMES.

SHOES
For the Girl

Text of the Lesson, Ex. iii, 1-14—Memory Verses, 2-4—Golden Text, Ex. hi,
12—Commentary Prepared by Rev.
D. M. Stearns.

To look well and wear well
—that s the shoe problem in a
nut-shell, especially for children.
Diamond Brand shoes are made
with a. thorough knowledge of

(Copyright. 1907, by American Preen Aasociailon.j

Another forty years had passed since
the day when Moses supposed that the
time had come for God to deliver Israel by his hand, and during these forthese important requirements.
G-od,
with
alone
been
had
he
years
They are made to withstand hard
ty
Egypt
of
wisdom
away from all the
usage—the knocks .of out-door
service that s required .of them
(Acts vii, 25, 30). He knew enough of
daily. They are stylish, neat
the purpose of God concerning Israel
when he was forty years of age to lead
and shapely.. Insist on Diamond
Brand and find cut for ycursetf.
him to renounce all that it might mean
for him to be acknowledged as the son
TRY ANOTHER DEALER IF YOURS HASN'T THEM
of Pharaoh's daughter and all the
MAKERS
pleasures of Pharaoh's court and cast
In his lot with the people whom God
had purposed to make a bles.sing to an
Ut
the nations of the earth. He had reWE MAKE MORE FINE SHOES THAN.
spect unto the recompense of the reANY OTHER HOU5E
ward; he endured as seeing Him who
IN TM
Is invisible (Heb. xi, 24-27). But inWEST,
stead of waiting God's time he thought
he knew the time, or it may be that
God ,would have delivered them forty
years earlier than He did if they had
not refused Moses, saying, Who made 11110
0•0611•04660W4490041111110411664M0000106
thee a ruler and a judge? (Acts vii, 35)•
though the former seems Correct.
Moses' rejection by his brethren led
to his departure to the land of Nlidian,
Elmli•EINEUEINNEEEIEEMEN,
where by a well he foetid a wife in
"now EINIEDOEIEsErfnanimmomemoo• V••••••
Zipporah, the daughter of Jethro, the
priest or prince of Midiau (ii, 15-22),
You can buy one on easy terms.
and when Israel did accept him as •
We are selling good farming land in tracts from 25
their deliverer he, like Joseph, was •
up, and at prices from $6.00 per acre up. Located
acres
married to a gentile bride. These aria 4
convenient to both railroad and river transportation.
foreshadowings, and when Israel shall •
In days to come receive their long rePlenty of good water. Schools and churches convenient.
0
jected Jesus then we shall understand.
Taxes low.
The bondage of Israel Increased, but
We shall be pleased to furnish full information if you
God heard their cry and their groaning O
will write us, describing what you desire to purchase,
and, looking upon them, remembered •
and we shall also take pleasure in showing you over the
His covenant with their fathers (11, 23- 0
land, free of charge, if you will come and make a per25). Moses had been learuiug many f•
things never taught in the schools of
sonal inspection of our property.
Egypt Joseph learned similar things 0
in prison and as a slave, David in
Cumberland River Land Co.
0
Adullam, Paul in Arabia, John the
Bear Spring, Stewart County, Tennessee.
Baptist in the wilderness. To know
God we must learn from Him alone in
4,01/1/SitOGIOAD4011•00C0410011110/1•••••••111160
His school.
When God's time comes to work,
things happen, as we say, suddenly,
like the fire that fell on Sodom, like
Joseph's deliverance from the prison, 0•••••0•00094110.0060••••••••••406
like the deliverance from Egypt of
next week's lesson. Things go on in
the ordinary routine, the commonplace,•
everyday life; then there comes the •
time when God's clock strikes the hour,
and the event foreseen by Him from
all eternity becomes an actual occurrence. David was, as usual, keeping
the sheep, not expecting an invitation
to meet Samuel, but God wanted him
•
and sent for hint
•
A bush burning was perhaps not an •
unusual sight, but a bush burning and
WE ARE ALWAYS HERE--not burned up was something out of •
the ordinary. It may be that Moses •
NEVER TAKE A VACATION
saw that burning bush some time be- •
--NEVER SICK---CANNOT
fore he thought anything of it (God is
•
so patient), but as it caught his attenABSCOND AND NEVER DIE
tion again and again he thought that
it was strange that so small a bush
1
should burn so long and said to him- •
self, "I will turn aside and see this
great sight and see why this bush does

.
• Why Rent a Farm?
.
•
e

For particulars address

Henry C. Gant, Pres.
I. E. McPherson, Sec

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
cieenw• and beautifiee to* hair.

Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Fails to Restore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.
Curse scalp diseases ta hair falling.
SOc,and S1.00 at Druggists

Masai

CATARRH
In all ite ntages.

t cream Balm
cicemees,soothes and heals
the disen•ed membrane
It curee catarrh and drive•
away a cold la the head
quickly,
Crease Beim is placed Into the nostrile,spreade
over the membrane and is absorbed. Relief 113).
mediate and a curt:follows. It is not drying—doell
not produce sneezing. Large Shse,60 cents at.Drugoats or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents.
iLY BRWHERS- 66 Warren Street. New York
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•
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KILL THE COUCH

fit

LUNCS,..4

Dr. King's
Now Discovery
FOR

LOLDS

rfONSUMPTION
OUGHS and

Price
50c & $1.00
Free Trial.

Guaranteed for all THROAT and
LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY
BACK.
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• CAN AN INDIVIDUAL TRUSTEE
•
not burn up" (verse 3). This was
SERVE YOU BETTER?
•
what the Lord wanted, and when He
•
saw that Moses turned aside to see
then He called him by name from the •

THE

WITH

•
•
•
•

e

CURE

AND

TEETH
AND
FIRST
CLASS DENTAL
WORK
GO TO THE

Louisville
Dental
Parlors

4

Vitalized Air
Administered
When Desired

midst of the bush (verse 4). In Dent. 9
We act as Trustee, Exccutor,zkdrninistrator,
the Lord is spoken of as •
16,
xxxvill,
Secretary Taft is what you might "Him that dwelt in
k•uardian, Committee, Curator, Assignee
the bush," and Jo- •
call a 52-inch all around man.
seph is described as one "separate
and in any other fiduciary capacity; we also
from his brethren."
•
sell, buy and rent REAL ESTATE for
We must be separated unto God beAdmiral Dewey is preparing to
•
can
fore
as
we
know
Him
a
prethat
was
consuming
house
the
move out of
our customers
•
sented to him by a grateful people. tire, a fire in us for purification, for •
Evidently the admiral has no more life, for service. By Ills Spirit. In Ills
Next to Court House,
word, by every event In our daily life. •
presidential ambitions and is se4
0
ordinary and otherwise, He has somellopkinsville, Ky.
sible enough to do as lie pleases.
thing to say to us and is ever seeking •
to gain our attention, but by selfish- 111
Two men have invented great fuel ness or disobedience we so often miss
Sert FREE.
savers within the last f!a• days, but fila message. Having obtained the atto houseK4Repers
so far no one has c( me forward with tention of Moses, Ile called him by
name, and promptly the answer came,
self-runniog lawn mower.
/WOODED
"Here am I.
I know only one other similar saying
FOR STOMACH SUFFERERS.
to that in verse 5, and it is found in
(Incorporated)
Josh. v, 15. This is to Moses, about to
Coon BooK
Mi-o-na is the one remedy for lead the people out of Egypt; that is
telling how to prepare delicate
stomach troubles that publishes its to Joshua, about to lead the people into
and delicious dishes.
formula: chemically iitire bismuth the promised laud. As I understand it, 0•••••060060441 000&tarrie40066411•••••41
the word to each one was: This
Addraas LEIBIG CO., P 0. Box278
subgallate, to allay any inflammaaffair, my business, holy ground. I
New York.
tion of the stomach arid bowels; will use you, but you must never thInk
cerinum oxalate, to strenthen the that you have any responsibility bestomach nerves; sodium bi-carbon- yond that of obedience, and always
C. Gray
I-7
7
r E.f.*Le'.")4
;e•L'
ate
ate, to'neutralize the poisonous acids consult me about everything. I infer
that are present in stomach troubles; this from Josh. 1, 3, where we read
Call, write, or phone for CATALOGUE and full particulars. Special
and nuxvomica,which restores vigor that every place they trod upon was
SUMMER DISCOUNT NOW ON. POSITIONS secured or MONEY BACK
to the digestive organs and tones up theirs. But in these two case-3 God
says, This is mine, not yours
the whole nervous system.
PRACTICAL
All, depends upon who God is and
This combination of valuable rem- what Ile can do; hence in verses 6, 14,
BUSINESS
edies is found only in Mi-o-na stom- 15, Moses is told who sent him. When
Address 't -44
success.
years'
28
18
Colleges.
ach tablets, and it so rarely fails to he asks in verse 11, "Who am I that I
strengthen the digestive system, and should go and that I should bring
Draughton's Business Collede (Incorporated)
cure even the worst form of stomach forth?" he is talking from himself,
Paducah, Evansville, Nashville, St. Louis, Memphis or Dallas.
trouble, that L. L. Elgin sells the proudly and foolishly, for until we
)
••••••••••••••••••••••••••..
•
•••
•••
"91'....!!!!=
.
7'
remedy nnder guarantee to refund have learned our emptiness and nothapt
to
not
we
by
are
be
ingness
used
Proprietors
the money unleSs it cures.
God. The Lord had said, "I have seen,
;
I have heard, I know, I am come down
Barred Plymouth Rocks Exclusively. to deliver" (verses 7, 8). He speaks as
the faithful, covenant keeping God and
says what He will do as such, so there
LIVERY,FEED and BOARDING
I have bought the Livery, Feed and Board stable of Evitts & CourtShow birds and layers. Give me is nothing for Moses but to go along
ney. on North Main Street, and would be glad to have my old friends and
with Him.
a trial and be convinced.
customers van on me. I am going to do a General Livery Business, keep
While we are nothing and can do lions, hut the best help and will board horses, furnish the very best rigs
DANIEL SUBURBAN POULwhen God says, "Certainly I and guarantee satisfaction in every way, I am the oldest man in the
nothing,
Ky.
TRY YARDS, Hopkinsville,
Hopkinsville,
Kentucky
be
thee," "Now, therefore, go, business in the clay and am not afraid to make the assertion that I will
will
with
Cumb.'Phone 718.
all.
please
and I will be with thy mouth and
9
1 Horses Bought and Sold
teach thee what thou shalt say" (iii,
416
X
7-1.
CIA
C1 AL.. EPP
East Ninth Street C
The Kind You Have Always Bought 12; iv, 12), why should we hesitato one
Bean the
Phones,
Cumh.145,
Home 1107 1
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10,
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Compare
13;
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Louisville Dental
Parlors

3 per CI. Interest on Time Deposits

are caused by Indigestion. If you eat a
Ettle too much, or if you are subject to
attacks of Indigestion, you have no doubt
had shortness of breath, rapid heart beats,
heartburn or palpitation of the heart.
Indigestion causes the stomach to
expand—swell, and puff up against the
heart. This crowds the heart and interferes with its action, and in the coursa of

tinle the heart becomes diseased.

Kodol
digests what you eat, takes the strain off
af the heart, and contribetes nourishment,
strength and health to every organ of the
body. Cures Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour
Stomach, Inflammation of the mucous
membranes lining the Stomach and Digestive Tract, Nervous Dyspepsia and Catarrh
of the Stomach.
Aner sating, my food would distress me by making
and I would become very weak.
Final:, I rcs a bottle of Kodol and it gave me Immo
Late re:et. After using a few bottles I am curet
MRS. LORING NICHOLS. Penn Yen, N. Y.

py neert palpitate

I he stomach trouble and was in a bad state as I
kAd heal troucie with It. I took Kodol Dyspepsia
Owe far e-"Tr.it tour months and It cured me.
D. KAUBLE. Nevada. O.
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1MRSI M'KINLE1 DEAD'

Makes a Woman
Look Ten Years
Younger
Because It takes
a great weight
oft her mind . .

HER CANTON HOME

Jell-O

The Genesee Pure Food Co.. LeRoy. N. Y.
Visit our booth at Jamestown Exposition.
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"
'
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Let a Tailor
Take Your Measure If
You Want Correct
Made to Measure
Clothes
You get STYLE, FIT and SATISFACTION if you make your
selection from my line of samples.

Ed. J. Duncan

1

Merchant Tailor
Next:to New Era
V.'. 7th St

•

For Sale!
Cooking Stove,
Furniture,
Sraw Matting,
‘Window Shades,
Picture Frames
Lace Curtains.

I

THE RACKET,
Incorporated.
HOPKINSVILLE,
Next to
KENTUCKY.
House.
Court
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No article is more useful
about the stable than Mica
Axle Grease. Put a little on
the spindles before you "hook
up"—it will help the horse, and

First National
Bank
Hopkinsviile, Ky.

MAY 2nd, 1907.
ASSETS.
$243,436.11
Loans and Discounts
125,000.00
U. S. Bonds
Bonds
14,250.00
and
Stocks
Other
Banking House,}urniture
. 22,165.00
and Fixtures...
Lash, Cash Items and Ex114,840.04
change
$519,681,15
LIABILITIES
Capital Stock
$ 75,000.00
Surplus
25,000.00
Undivided Profits
3,060.47
Circulating Notes.
75,000.00
341,040.68
Deposit's
Dividends Unpaid
580.00
$519,681.16
THOS. W. LONG, Cashier

MICA AXLE
IIMEASEe
well—better than any
grease. Coats the axle
with a hard,smooth surface of
powlered mica which reduces
friction. Ask the dealer for
Mica Axle Grease.
STROM OK COMPANY
wears

The Funeral on Tuesd.y and Body
Will Lie Beside That of 1 he
Martyred President.

it

other

t

Incorporated

0
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CANTON,0.. May 27.—The prayer of Mrs. McKieley uttered day by
Jay fsr a.. year or more after the assassination of her husband, that sin
might join him in death, has been
answered. She is now numbered
among those who have gone to the
great unknown.
Her death occurred at 1:05 yesterday afternoon.
The funeral arrangements so far
as made are that Dr. Buxton will
have charge of the services, which
to be simple. They will :be held a?
the McKinley home at 2 o'clock
Wednesday afternoon.
Secretary Cortelyou is directing
the arrangements and will remain
here until after the funeral.
Ida Saxton McKinley was born in
Canton, Ohio, June 8, 1847. daughter
of James Asbury and Catherine De.
wait Saxton. She was educated it,
Cleveland and at Brook Haill Semlnary, Media, Pa., but because of hez
delicate health she left the seminars
at the age of seventeen. She became
the wife of Maj. William McKinley
on January 25, 1871, after an almost
Lifelong friendship. The happiness
of married life was marred only bs
the death of their only children.
Kate and Ida.
Relief from Rheumatic Pains.
"I suffered wtih rheumatism fox
,ver two years," says Mr. Rolland
Curry, a patrolman, of Key West.
"Sometimes it settled in ms
knees and lamed me so I could hardly walk, at other times it would bi
in my feet and hands so I was incapacitated for duty. One night
when I was in severe pain and lami
(rem it my wife went to the drug
.tore here and came back with a hot1e of Chamberlain's Pain Balm. I
was rubbed with it and found the
pain had n early gone during Oa
night. I kept on using it for a litth
more than two weeks and found
•Lat it drove the rheumatism away.
have not had any trouble from that
lisease for over three months." Fox
sale by ..; nderson-Fowler Drug Co..
(Incorporated.) the leading Drug
store 9th and Main Hopkinsville.
Shot at Prowler.
Bob Waters, eolored, found a suspicious charactei prowling about his
premises on South Liberty strset
Last night, and shot three times at
the unknown party but none of th(
bullets took effect. Waters said that
this was not the first time that he
had seen some one about his piaci
and on one or more occasions he had
been followed home, all, he thinks.
by the same person. Last night hi
stepped out into the yard and again
saw the prowler. He stepped back
into the house and got his pistol and
and coining out again fired titre(
times.
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AN AMPHIBIOUS JONAH.

bring the load home quicker.

PASSED PEACEFULLY AWAY AT

Solves the daily Dessert problem:
By using Jell-0 it is possible to serve
a different dessert every day in the year.
Jell-O can be prepared instantly:—simply
add boiling water
and set to cool.
7 flavors. 10c.
per package, at all
grocers.
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Help the Horse
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ON TOBACCO MET
High prices and strong demand
again ruled for the past week on the
local tobacco Market. Continued
reports of shortage of plants had
much to do with the activity, many
est bunting the crop at not more than
half the usual planting. The offerings eontinne to be almost altogethsr of low to medium grades,
On the general market the inspector's report shows: Receipts for the
week, 260 hhils; receipts for the
year,5,715 lihds; sales for the week,
16Ohlids; sales for the year, 1,339
hhds.
Prices ruled: Lugs-low, $6 to $6•25;
common, $6.25 to $6.75; medium,
6.75 to $7.25; gpvi. $7.25 to $7.75;
line, Vl to $St.59.
Leaf-low, $7 to $7.50; common,
S7.75 to $0; medium, $9 to $10.50;
-good, $11 to $13; fine, $13 to $15.
Reports from the salesroom of the
Planters Protective associatioa show
:ales of about 400 hhds of low to
medium grades on which prices
ranged from $6.25 to $11.50. Receipts
-here continue to be very satisfactory
and sales keep pace with the receipts.
The farmers are very much pleased
with the readiness with which sales
Are being made and the prices which
are being secured.
Ott the loose floor the offerings
showed a heavy falling off and the
eloaing of this branch of the market
is only a question of short time as
the usual time for closing has now
been past for several days.
"Here's to your health and happiness"—DeWitt's Little Early :Risers
-famous little pills'. Nasty sick
headache or biliousness may come
lc any time; the cure is a Early
Riser. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.

liEMINE REFUSES
To Preside as Judge in The Hargis
Trial.
SANDY HOOK, May 26. The
trial of Judge James Hargis, the
Breathitt fend leader, and others aceased of the murder of Dr. B. D.
Cox, was called this morning.
Circait Judge D. B. Redwine refused to preside, and the case will go
itutil the October term of court
anless the defense can persuade
gov. Beckham to appoint a special
judge to try the case at once.

Sam Freeman and T. F. Wadlington, of Prigg county, were in the
city Thursday and told a tale of a
frog being swallowed be a big water
moccasin which rivals the tale of
Jonah.
According to Mr. Freeman he was
working near Grigsby's branch and
his attention was attracted by the
muffled croaking of a frog. Glancing in the direction of the stream he
saw an immense moccasin swimming slowly upstrean. About his
middle the snake showed a big enlargment from which came the
horse notes of the frog. The snake
swam over and went under a rock
and until he left the vicinity Mr.
Freeman says he could hear the frog
croaking away in the snake's stomach. He says he did not see the
snake swallow the frog.
Mr. Walington did not see the
Jonarized frog, but bore testimony
to Mr. Freeman's reputation for
veracity, which he stated was unquestioned by any one.
People who "take notice" must
have observed a growing sentiment
in this country in favor of using only put-up foods and medicines of
known composition. Dr. Pierce's
Favorite prescription stands alone
as the only ready put-up medicine
for the cure of women's peculiar ailments that bears on the wrapper a
full list of the ingredients composing
It, printed in plain Euglish. It is
the "Favorite Prescription" of a
Specialist in woman's diseases and
not a "patent medicine." Made of
the roots of native, medicinal plants
without alcohol or other harmful ingredients, Dr. Pierce's "Prescription" has been the favorite cure for
the weaknesses, pains, drains and
disorders of the womanly system
which has stood the test of forty
pears of experience. Send to Dr. R.
V. Pierce at Buffalo, N. Y., for free
booklet giving ingredients and what
well-recognized suthorities ...of all
schools of medicines say of them.

Every one should take a tonic hi the Spring; their systems
require it.
The blood has become thick and sluggish with the
accumulations left in the
system from the inactive, indoor life and from the heavy,
rich foods of the
Winter season. The blood, being in this unnatural and
disordered condition,
is unable to furnish the body with the increased
amount of nourishment
necessary for the more energetic life of Spring and
Summer, and the system
suffers from debility, weakness, nervousness, indigestion,
loss of appetite,
and many other unpleasant symptoms of a disordered
blood circulation.
When the system is in this run-down and disordered
condition it is not safe
to take unknown concoctions, sarsaparillas, compounds,
etc., because they
usually contain potash or some other equally stroug and
harmful
ingredient, which acts unfavorably and often dangerously on the mineral
depleted,
weakened system at a time when it needs gentle and natural
stimulation to
throw off the impurities and recuperate its lost energy.
S. S.S. is appropriately called Nature's tonic. It is made entirely of roots,
herbs and barks
from the great storehouse of forest and field, selected
for their purifying and
health-restor(ng qualities, and as it does not contain the slightest
trace of
mi.neral in aky form it is perfectly safe for young or
old.• S. S. S. acts
directly on the blood, ridding it of all impurities and
poisons, and restoring
the lost properties of rich, nutritive strength so
that it is able to supply the
system with the healthful, invigorating energy
needed to pass the trying
season of the year. Its action is the most pleasant,
prompt and satisfactory
of all tonics, and those who feel the need of
such a medicine will do well to
commence the use of S. S. S. at once. S. S. S. restores
lost energy, relieves
the tired, worn-out feeling, helps the appetite,
aids digestion, and adds tone
and vigor to the system.
THE SWIFT

SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.

Sloaws
Linimeat
For Cougb,Cold,Croup,
Sore Throat,Stiff Neck.
Rheumatism and mr---‘

•••

Neurdigia
At all Dealers
Price 25c. 50c,6 $1.00

•

.a•,"1

Sent- Free
-51oan•s Book on Horses
Cattle, Hogs 6 Poultry \
dill"
Address Dr. Earl 5.Sloan
615 Al6any 5f. Bothon.Mass. A

Hopkinsville's Representatives.
Under the heading "Two charming representatives to the Confederate reunion," Sunday's CourierJournal presents the pictures of Mrs.
Theodore Troendle, matron of honor
and Miss Elizabeth Monroe Buckner, maid of honor. Concerning the
latter the paper says: "Miss Buckner is a pretty and charming girl,
with a cordial grace of manner and
has a warm place in the hearts- v.
Kentucky Confederates."
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State of Ohio, City of Toledo
ss
Lucas County
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
e
he is senior partner of tne firm of F.
ser,,
.1. Cheney & Co., doing business in 'EA
the city of Toledo, county and state
aforesaid, and that said firm will 444.
pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS for each and every case
of catarrh that cannot be cured by
the use of Hall's Catarrh Curo.
FRANK J. CHENEY
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my presence, this 6th day of
December, A. D., 1886.
(SEAL)
A. W. GLEASON
Notary Public
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally and acts directly on the
blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Toledo, 0.
Sold by all druggists, The.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

•
.5c mesa anon& Co.
..t Cuomna
YO.••

Look Over Our
New Styles

Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy,
There is probably no medicine
made that is relied upon with mon. Every Household in HopkinsvilleShould
implicit confidence than ChamberKnow How to Resist It.
lain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea.
Remedy. During the third of a century in which it has been in use.
The back aches because the kidpeople have learned that it is the neys are blockdded.
(From Monday's Daily)
one remedy that never fails. When
the
Help
kidneys
their
with
work.
reduced wiuh water and sweetened
Mrs. John C. Latham and Mrs.
The back will ache no more.
it is pleasant to take. For sale by
Thomas G. Gaylord, of New York,
Anderson-Fowler Drug Co.,( IncorLots of proof that Doan's Kidney who have
been the guest of Mr. and
porated) the leading Drug store 9th Pills do this.
John
Mrs.
H. Brand for several days
and Main Hopkinsville.
It's the best proof, for it comes
on their way home to New York,
from Hopkinsville.
after a stay of several weeks in HopBoosters' Fourth Annual.
M. W. Davis, of Ea,des & Davis, kinsville,will return home this even_
dealers in coal on East Seventh St., ing.—Louisville Courier-Journal.
The fourth annual tour of thi at the L. & N. R. R., and who lives
Misses Nellie Adams and Mary D.
Nashville Boosters will take place at 508 North Main St. Hopkinsville,
and their guest Miss Eva NichCook
June 25 to 29 this year and the ter- Ky., says: "I advise the use of
ols
spent
Sunday in Clarksville.
ritory to be covered will be the points Doan's Kidney Pills in all cases simMrs. James Tompkins and childon the Illinois Central and Louis- ilar to that of my son, who for some
time
complained
of
backache
and
ville & Nashville systems between
ren, of Indianapolis, were in the city
Nashville and Evansville and Nash- was troubled with a kidney weak- yesterday en route to Hopkinsville.
ville and Louisville, but the Booster ness which was very annoying at —Henderson Gleaner.
train will not enter either of those night. We tried many different remJudge G. B. Bingham, of Cadiz, ffi
two cities. The object of the trip is edies and he was treated by the fain- was
here today.
to enable the business men of Nash- ily physician but nothing seemed to I
ville to form a personal acquaintance do him much good. I learned about) Mrs. Frank Eldridge, cf Greens;4;
..,4;.
.as,..0'.4;.
.1r
40
;
&:Le 4;40"...or•
with the business men of the various Doan's Kidney Pills and got a box boro, N. C., is visiting her mother,
‘-•;••-;
,4460-1frver
Nike
4•1.•
,
-gbait..
•%.•"%•.•Neb.•
Niv;•
Mrs.
G.
Boales,
A.
on
I
street.
Maple
points visited, many of which are at Thomas & Trahern's drug store.
new to Nashville in their commercial He used them and there was a no-1
My Best Friend.
relations, having been in touch with ticeable improvement in a short!
the city through the construction of time. After he had taken all of the! Alexander Benton, who lives on
contents that which had proved such Rural Rout
Fort Edward, N. Y.,
the Tennessee Central Railroad and an annoyance was entirely relieved.! says: "Dr. 1,
King's New Discovery
TO THE PUBLIC. I HAVE OPENED UP A
its operation by the Illinois Central. We consider Doan's Kidney Pills is my best friend. It cured me of
certainly worthy of strong endorse- asthma six years ago. It has also
ment."
performed a wonderful cure of inMake a noteinow to get Ely's Cream
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 cipient consumption for my son's
Balm if you:areltroubled with nasal
On Sinth street, in rear of First National Bank, and am well equipped for
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, wife
.' The first bottle ended the terncatarrh, hay fever or cold in the
ble cough,and this accomplished,the doing all kinds of Sheet Metal Work. All repairing done promptly. New York, sole agents for the United other symptoms left one by one
carry in stock a full line of Sheet Metal Building Materials.
head. It is purifying and soothing States.
until
was
she
perfectly
well.
Dr.
Tin Roofing
Galvanized Iron Valley
to the sensitive membrances that
Remember the name — Doan's — Ring's New Discovery's power over
4
Valley
"
"
Gutter
air-passages.
the
line
It is made to and take no other.
coughs and colds is simply marvel4
" Shingles
"
Ridge
Roll
v
ous." No other remedy has ever
cure the disease, not to fool the pat64
" Flashing
Flise Stacks
equaled
Fully
it.
guranteed
by
ient by a short, deceptive relief.
Rain Walter Filter
Stove Pipes
DeWitt's Carbolized Witch Hazel
& Higgins Cook's Pharmacy,
Roof Paints and Oils
Cistern Pumps
There is no cocaine nor mercury in Salve does not merely heal on the Cook
,415.001,4
Druggist. 50c and $1.00. Trial bott. Do not be talked into taking a surface • it penetrates the pores and tie free.
I solicit your patronage ami will show my appreciation by giving
substitute for Ely's Cream Balm. promptly relieves pain, eau:sec:1)5y
prompt serv4ce and good workmanship at reasonable prices.
boils, burns, scalds, cuts and Sk n
arle SI "X` C',in.X XL..
All druggists sell it. Price 60c. Mail- diseases. It is especially good :for B0=1 the
Phone,
Cumb
Shop 270
Claude P. John'
k•„d Yeu Have War, tioegit
•
ed by Ely Bros., 66 Warren Street piles. Beware of imitations. Sold
Home 779
•
tag' naturfq
by R. C. Hardwick.
New York.
Ninth St„ rear First Nat. Ba:k.
l Manager. *, •

BLOCKADED

EFORE you buy anything
for Spring or Summer
come in here and see what we
have. Ten to one we can give
you better quality at the same
price, or the same quality at a
f.0
better price.
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ATTEND

Fox's
Business I
College
;and take a course in

BooK-Keeping,
Shorthand.
Typewriting
ani Telegraphy

J. T. Wall

4

NOTICE

Because Hampton Fox is an Attorney-at-Law and is the only
one in Hopkins/ille who teaches the Benn Pitman system
of Shorthand with Court Reporting annexed, which not
only :prepares his pupils for
but to fill
minor places,
official positions. Also teaches
actual book-keeping from the
start.
Address

tiamptln Fox,
Telephone 272
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.

FIRST CLASS TIN SHOP,

E Y Johnson

11114444.44-44444-644004-444+44-4.0
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OF TOBACCO

(Two pianos)
(From Tuesday's Daily)
Luis Trvan, Annie Hamner, Eunice
BY THE DARK DISTRICT PLANTSouth Kentucky College.
Mayes, Gussie Young.
MOFtE UAMAGE BY ARMY WORMS
tuesday, May 28
ERS ASSOCIATION.
REPORTED.
Pupil' Recital 8 to 9:30 p. m.
in
Last night the pupils' recital
meeting and banTrustees'
and piano was largely attendvoice
quet, 9:30 p. m.
everybody was charmed with
and
ed
the rendition of the program which Report of John D. Scales, Auditor o
Wednesday, May 29
Many Farmers in The Southern Part
was as follows:
the Organization, for the
Junior Entertainment, 8 p. m.
Gounod
Waltz from Faust
of The Country are Victims
Past Week.
(Two pianos, eight hands)
of The Pests.
Thursday, May 30
Gertrude Gary, Katie Hille, Lep),
Commencement exercises, 8 p. m.
Edwards, Posey Cullen.
Shepherds All and Maidens Fair
The exercises will take place at
John I). Scales, auditor for the
Nevin
aptheir
made
g.
Buildin
have
al
Rash Memori
Army worms
Planters' Protective Association, reMiss Lois Irvan.
secpearance in large numbers in a
porls the following sales of tobacco
The program of the entertainment Reading-Joam Decosta
St.
tion of country extending from
Jules Verne at the points named last week :
suf-. this evening follows:
worst
The
y.
Kenned
to
Elmo
Guthrie-Three hogsheads at $6;
Miss Ileyne Edwards.
report1.
PART
far
so
worms
the
ferers from
Mac Dowell five hogsheads at $6.25; three hogsTo a Water Lily
M.
Estudiantina (a)
Dvorak heads at $6.50; fl ve hogsheads at
1. Lacome
ed are Chas E. Barker, Thomas
(b) Valse Gra,cience
says
Chorus.
Barker and Dr. J. L. Barker,
$6.75; two hogsheads at $7; seven
Miss Mary Carr.
these 2. Bizet
On
.
from
Journal
Song
r's
Toreado
ke
Pembro
Dodd
G.
am
..Willi
.
hogsheads at $7.50; five hogsheads
the
Awake, Beloved
entirely
been
has
pianos)
corn
(2
young
Carmen
Harris.
farms
at $8.00; fourteen hogsheads at $8.60;
Miss Virginia
wheat
and
alfalfa,
,
has
Salmon
d
as
Gray,
Helmun
MeyerMisses
destroyed,
thirty-three hogsheads at $9; thirtyValse Melodie
wheat
Kuykendall, and Cate.
four hogsheads at $9.50; nineteen
is suffering greatly. In some
Miss Frances Summers.
eaten
3. Paderewski
fields the blades have been
hogsheads at $10; one hogshead at
With Hearts of Hope
comhave
worms
Ciacovienne Fantastique
..Arthur Sullivan $11; eight hogsheads at $11.50; three
clean and the
Miss Kathrine Long.
menced to work on the heads.
hogsheads at $12.39; two hogsheads
College Chorus.
E.
Barker,
W.
Jno.
of
farms
..
Bendel
Nevin..
4.
The
at $13. Total, 169 hogsheads.
Cascade du Chandron.
in
others
and
Beloved
Garrott
Night
Good
Ed
Night,
Good
F. Griffin,
Springfield-Seventy-five hogsMiss Addle Green.
suffering to
Miss Annie Cate.
the neighborhood are
Reading-Our Wedding Day..Anon heads at $6; 119 at $6.50; 160 at $6.75;
the
Minuet (trio)
5. Boccherini
some extent,:but not so bad as
39 at $7; 140 at $7.50; 76 at $8;57 hogsMiss Bernice Rickman.
Cherokee Roses Geburtstage-Gavotte
Behr heads leaf at $8.50; 102 leaf at $9; 118
•
6 Anon
first named.
on
Miss Estill Jones.
The worms are said to be worse
Misses Ethel and Eulalia Surface. leaf at $9.50; 50 leaf at $k;64 leaf at
of
any
than
--March
farm
Tobasco
s
Barker'
ck
L.
Grant-Schaefer $10.50; 155 leaf at $11; 90 leaf at
7. Chadwi
Dr. J.
(a) Twilight.
who
n,
Anderso
r.
Heller $11.50; 52 leaf at $12; 32 leaf at $12.50;
Whitake
Roland
and
ove
nche.
(b) L'Avala
Misses Youngl
the rest.
they
that
reports
Caprice
farm,
Gary.
e
Miss Gertrud
8. Wachs
-lives on this
27 leaf at $13; 9 leaf at $13.50; 23 leaf
on
Miss Floy Moore.
Reading
e Not only as thick As can be
at $15; 3 leaf at $16. Total 1,400 hogsall
..Arena Scene from Quo Vadis heads.
every kind of;vegetation, but are
imMiss Louise Carr.
PART II.
over the house. It is well nigh
Hopkinsville-227 hogsheads lugs
place
the
upon
....Jensen at $6; 156 lugs at $6.25; 6 lugs at
foot
set
.
to
sohn
Galatea
possible
1. Mendels
Concerto in G minor
Miss Winifred Lewis.
without stepping upon a worm. Mr.
$6.50; 7 lugs at $6.75; 8 lugs at $7; 6
them
on
in
hogs
Godark lugs at $7.50; 11 lugs at $8; 48 hogsturnedl
Miss Harvey Amoss.
Pensee
ncle'rson has
the
Miss Ruth Fritz.
2nd Piano-Miss Kathrine_Long.
but they are so plentiful that
heads leaf at $8.50; 11 leaf at $8.75;
destroy
in
.. Etincelles If all the dreams we dream, dear
2. Moskowski
bogs make slow progress
69 leaf at $9; 11 leaf at $9.25; 56 leaf
in
Lynes at $9.50; 15 leaf at $9.75; 18 leaf at
Miss Ilia Murphy.
ing them. Nearly all the farm,ers
A Dream
Miss Ethel Stowe.
that section are making ditches 3. Bartlett
$10; 6 leaf at $10.25; 11 leaf at $10.50;
of
hope
the
in
fields
all.
Reading-Idyl of the Orchard...
Miss Gussie Kuykend
around their
5 leaf at $11; 1 leaf at $11.50. Total,
Ada Brown 672 hogsheads.
Pierrette
checking the worms as they travel 4. Chaminade
said
is
It
Miss Virginia Harris.
Miss Ruth Dietrich.
from one farm to another.
farm
leavers
not
Sartorio
Line
do
ty
worms
Ten-par
of
..J•oy
-the
Anon...
Gondoliera
that
6. Lamb
eat,
Days
to
School
In
g
Many Children Are Sickly.
anythin
is
Carr.
Joy
there
Miss
a long as
a
in
go
Body.
they
Martha
Miss
move,
Gray's Sweet Powders for
Mother
Lowe
do
Valse Brilliante
but when they
check
to
by Mother Gray, a
n,
used
difficult
childre
6. Pinsuti
. (Two pianos.)
body and it is
Sing
to
Love
I
in
Children's Home, New
...I Sing Because
Misses Mary Tandy, Agnes Flack. nurse
them.
up Colds in 24 hours.
Break
York,
black
and
Misses Jones, Adams, Cate
These worms are the regular
its cute Feverishness, Headache,Stomheld
ion
associat
e
Alumna
The
Salmon.
army worms, somewlia different
at the college this ach Troubles, Teething Diorders,
so
done
Polka de Concert annual meeting
have
that
Bartlet
7.
worms
Destroy Worms. At all drugfrom the
morning and is having a luncheon and
Miss Lista Long.
gists, 25e. Sample mailed FREE.
much damage to meadows in other
this afternoon at Hotel Lathem.
Address, Allen S. Olmsted, LeRoy,
sections.
N. Y.
Bethel Female College.
ColPublic Schools.
Tonight at 8 o'clock at Bethel
nftBlood, Skin Diseases. Cancer lege the commencement exercises
SKie:
The closing exercises of the pubGhp<tsst Blood Purifier Free.
will take place, and the program lic schools will take place this week
with the following program:
If your ITN:4! is impure, thin, dis- will be as follows:
For Infants and Children.
Jansen
eased, hot or Mil of humors, if you 1. Wedding Music..
WEDNESDAY EVENING.
Miss Mary Carr
have blood poison -vaacer, .carbunChairman.
Lawson Faxon,
eczema,
,
scrofula
oles, eating sores,
Oecond piauo-Miss Jones.
F.-earS the
Debate; Resolved that Bachelors
Proof
itchipgi risings and bumps, scabby.
ions
Distinct
of
g
Readin
Signature of
should be taxed.
paratory and Junior Classes.
'phnp1S• skin, bone pains, catarrh
Thomas Earle
A.ffirmative
akin
or
blood
Porter
rheumatism, or any
3. Piano Solo-Mazurka
Ben McReynolds
.416. Ei yr C71 R.X.A..
Miss Gussie Young.
disease, take Botanic Blood Balm
Athol Bartley
The Kind You nave Always Bought
Profiof
ates
heal,
Certific
the
4. Delivery of
(B. B. B.) Soon all sores
Raymond Tichenor Bears
e:
Negativ
Classes
Signature
ciency and Intermediate
aches and pains stop and the blood
John Lawson
of
.Chopin
47
op.
or
t
Ballade
Druggis
SoloPiano
6.
rich.
Is made pure and
Harry Cate
Miss Mary Carr.
by express, $1 per large bottle, 3
Piano Solo (Selected)
May Morning .
$5.00.
Solo-A
for
6. Vocal
bottles for $2.60 or 6 bottles
Raymond Tichenor
Denza
Balm
Blood
writing
by
free
Sample
Announcement of Athletic Honors
Miss Ethel Stowe.
Co„ Atlanta, Ga. B. B. B. is especiand Presentation of H's,
Degrees
ally advised for chronic, deep-seat- 7. Delivery of Diplomas and
.James Breathitt.
ed cases, a, it cures after all else 8. Address by President.
Decision of Judges and Award of
9. Overture to Rosainend..Schubert
fails.
Medal.

Ladies and Gents

Net Muslin Underwear

itnnual

It will be to your interest
to see my line before buying.

Carpets!

New Carpets, Rugs Mattings
and Linoleums, Large and well selected stock
to select from.

Trunks, Suit Cases and Hand Bags
Respt.,

•

T. M. Jones.
Main Stree!

Hopkinsville, Ky

51

Bank of Hopkinsville
an

'APFIAL
SURPLUS

$100,000.00
. 35,000.00

We Extend a Cordial Invitation to the Public
Call and Inspect Our New Quarters,
Corner Seventh and Main

to

Our equipment :s thorough, modern and efficient.
Our faithful 2.ntl untiring service is at the command of every cus‘,.
tomer
We furnish our customers safety deposit boxes for valuabieb.
We pay 3 per cent interest on time certificates of deposit.
"h enry e. Caw., Pet.3s.

I_

J. E. McPherson, r:ashler.

cPherso n, Asst. Cashier.
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The Burden of Loss

CASTOR IA

would not be so heavy if you were
prop( rly protected by agoed Fire Insurance Policy. If you are not now
insured you should give the matter
immediate and serious considera i
To go uninsured is to court disaster.
and serious financial loss. Our terms
are most liberal. Let us tell you
about our policies.

The Kind You Have Always Bought

•

Carpets!

BEN S. WINFREE,
Fire anu Life Insurance,
Office with Winfree et Knight
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THURSDAY EVENING.

Invocation.
King
Ebb and Flow
High School Chorns Class
•
Oration.
•
ent..
A. Plea for Discont
Lawson Faxon •
•
Chorus.
(a) Summer Breezes.... ....Denza it
Mendelsohn 6
„t. (b) Ave Maria
Class •
Chorus
and
t
Mrs. Hamlet
4
.I
414
Re.itation
a
Butler
Pigs is Pigs..,...... . .E. P.
•
Emily Clark
1"
II
Chorus
"0"
0
n
Hoffma
.Graben
Song.
.,.4. tiondolier's
4,
Chorus Class
gs
Class
ing
Address to the Graduat
lab
Q)
ilt
Hon. Allen G. Hall, Vanderb
1"
4
University Law School
Presentation of Diplomas
•
Chorus
•
When Day is Past and Gone
ft
Marzo OID
Chorus Class
•
Benediction
•
A fee of ten cents for the first
night and fifteen cents for the sec- 0
ond will be charged, to help to de-•
fray expenses.
•
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.4.4- The Boy is
le Father to
± the Man
*
*
•

4i
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The youngster who
arly,learns to save
J
'and deposits his monpy in the bank is truiy the father of his

-r
•

* Seasonable c.Ioods
•
Reasonable Prices ••

1‘.

No one habit so enT courades and fosters
•
LE.
TROUB
IN
HER
•
PREAC
that
the good qualities of young minds as
•
at 'of saving. Wealth is not all that results
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn., May 27.•
•
-John Thompson Hargrave,former.0. 'from saving-good character is one of the
•
ly rector of the Trinty Episcopal
""e church, in this city, has been com-•
by-products.
•
mitted to jail at Richmond, Va., by
mrt"
10
the federal authorities en the charge 0
We open an account as low as $1.
st.
of fraudulent use of the mails. His•
4T:
arrest was caused by a letter written•
to the Tennessee-Kentucky Tobacco•
50 company, of this city, on which he•
WE PAY 3.ON SAVING ACCOUNTS. .
fi+4
-0° secured over $100. Hargrave's re-•
cord in this city is said to have been •
.50

at
1" I n

Phoenix Building

•

FavAs Bank

*40

Hopkinsville, Ky
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such that he was requested to resign
•
his pastorate.
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Suggestions for Housekeepers:

Hardware Department.
North Star Cork-lined, Air-tight
Refrigerators,
Ice Boxes,
Ice Picks,
Ice Hooks,
Water Coolers,
The Famous White Mountain
Ice Cream Freeze!s,
Lawn Swings,
Hammocks,
Porch Swinging Chairs,
Screen Wire,
Screen Doors and Fixtures,
Screed Windows,
Lawn Hose,
Hose Nozzles,
Lawn Mowers,
Garden Tools,
Cherry Seeders,
Sheep Shears,
Seerwin-Williams Paints,
Paint Brushes,
Whiteash Brushes.

Jewelry Department.
Fi!ie Selection ofMounted and Loose Diamonds
_11
::
e S.
7 1t!:
s.

.Cocks,
a Sets,
Waist
I.:t(_e Pins,
Hat Pins,
. elt Puckles,
B.ck Combs,
Bracelets,

•
0
-0

0

0
•
9
•
0
9

•
•
•
s
e'
Ni levcekriware,
S
0
Handbags,
•
Cut Glass,
•
•
Imported China,
•
Bric-a-Brac,
•
Water Sets,
•
Berry I3owles,
•
Rochester Platedware,
•
•
Bread Boxes,
•
Lamps.
•
•
KEEP IN MIND THAE WE PAY SPOT CASH FOR OUR GOODS. •
•
This guarantees that you can buy them right.
•
Yours for good service,
•
•

FORE-jer

•

II
•
•
•
•

•
•
Room size rugs, in ten grades,•
many of them seamless and reversi-•
ble. Odd sizes a specialty in rugs O
0044Ahat,"0"11••••••••••••••••
You cannot be sure you buy rugs ••••••••••••••••06$04000
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right until you have seen our lines.
KEACH FURNITURE CO
d 6t.

•

•
•
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WEEKLY
* recognize each other's honesty. It is
almost Impossible for a man who Is
fighting to believe that his opponent.
whose doubled fist is pummeling and
beating him, has an honest heart or a
straight hair in his head. But after
the battle is over, after time has cooled
the elood, after our adversary may
heye been NM away in his eilent grave,
then vr a are aleetoloek at our past
eedens and thoee of our enemies as
By Rev.
through another's eyes. Then we see
that both of us may have been honest
Frank De Witt Talmage, D. D.
In our ideas, but both or one of us may
e' •
have been miateken in our judgment.
this
2t1.—In
If those southerners were not hottest
diteeiea. Cala May
their advocacy of state rights how
the
time,
In
the
to
appropriate
seenou.
old. tender theLl.a ef a nation's sorrow can you account for the actions of
anti bow it was healed receives new Robert E. Lee? Study the history of
treetinent, and the leascn is learned of the man any way you will, and you
a great people united in the bonds of a will find him a noble, true hero through
The and through. Ile certainly did not encommon patriotic brotherhood.
the ter the southern army for fame. Had
to
say
will
"I
6,
xliii,
Isaiah
text is
notele Give up, and to the south. Keep he stayed in the northern army he
might have been commander of all the
not back."
sometimes think we make a mis- United States forces. He knew he was
take when we think of the civil war as slated as the successor of Wintlekl
ending at Appomattox. The wounds Scott. Surely that was fame enough
,were too fresh then on both sides. We for any man. He did not enter the
know that the war is ended now, and I southern arms' for mereena y motives.
think the beginning of the enti dated lie was already wealthy in his own
about twenty years ago. The begin- right. and Arlington Heights, his home.
nieg of the end came in a letter which was just across the Potomac. Ile knew
Adjutant General R. C. Drum on April that if he entered the southern cause
30k, 1887, addressed to Hon. W. C. Endi- his property might be confiscated and
citt. secretary of war in President his homeatoad demolished. _Yet withCleveland's cabinet. The letter went out hesitation he sacrificed an honoratee position, land, family, homestead
thfus:
and money, and threw them all into
there
that
state
to
tir—I have the honor
in this office, stored in one of the the southern cause. Then study the
anow
.
chic ro:.rns of the building, a number of life of Robert E. Lee after the civil
Uttion flags captured in action, but recov- war.. Even amid poverty, after his
ered on the fall of the Confederacy and
ex!cut-warded to the war department for safe great pillared ,mansion had been
keeping, together with a number of Con- changed . for an old tumbledown negro
flags, which the fortunes of war hut, net fit for an outhouse or a cattle
ierate
t
p! ced in our hands during the late civil
he was brave enough to refuse to
wi.r. While in the past favorable action has pen,
alivays been taken on applications, proper- take a position offering a great finanIA supported, for the return of the Union cial income, because he did not want
file's to organizations representing surviv- to do another an injustice.

Calm age
Sermon

JAYS

e
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of the military service of the governnt, I beg to submit that it would be a
g4sceful act to anticipate future requests
o this nature and venture to suggest the
p lpriety of returning all the flags (Union
a4d Confederate) to the authorities of the
pective states in which the regiments
ch love those colors were organized.
ile in all civilized nations of the old
v, rld trophies taken in wars against foren enemies have been carefully preserved and exhibited as proud mementos of
tt e nation's military glories, wise and obvious reasons have always excepted from
tit rule evidences of past internecine
t ubles which, by appeals to the arbitratihn of the sword, have disturbed the
ptaceful march of a people to its destiny.
Over twenty years have elapsed since the
tirmination of the late civil war. Many
of the prominent leaders, civil and miltgry, are now honored representatives of
t1e people in the national council or in
o her eminent positions and lend the aid
oi. their talents to the wise administration
of the affairs of the whoie, country, and
Ate people of the several 3rires composing the Union are now united, treading
tie broader road to a glorious future.
R. C. DRUM,
Mery truly yours,
...
Adjutant General.

e
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Accepted the Decision.
These flags were returned to the
southern states for another reason—
not only did the north realize that the
southerners were honest men, but they
found that they were reconstructed
men. The southern leaders loyally and
gracefully accepted the decision of the
sword and regarded it as decided forever. They were willing to confess
that under no conditions would they
ever attempt to get their slaves back
again. These great facts were the
mighty means of welding the hearts of
the American people together even
more strongly than they were united
before.
Now, let us impartially consider the
slave question, which was indireetly
the cause of that civil war. Way back
in the time of Thomas Jefferson the
Sage of Monticello advocated the
emancipation of the negro slave. But,
though Thomas Jefferson was in many
ways the strongest statesman the south
produced, all the planters. rose up
in arms. "Absurd! Absurd!" they
cried. "Yon free the slaves and the
;cotton plantations will be ruined. We
must have the slaves or die." Thia
was the stand of the south. Most of
the southerners deprecated the hohltng
of slaves, but they did not see hoe.
the plantations could be cultivated
without them. Yet no .. soonervcere
the slaves eninncipated than the planters rubbed their eyes and nwoke. to
the fact that the plantations were better off with hired labor than when
cultivated by slaves. They could make
more uioney out of their cotton crop.;
by hiring field hands than by owning
them. The result was that whereas
before the war ninety-nine southern
men out • of a hundred wanted slavery
to exist, today, if put to the southern
vote, ninety-nine men out of a hundred
would refuse to take back their slaves
even if they could. This is a rocloiogteal fact of the southern labor problem
with which evert. intelligent American
student is well conversant.

i
f But were the people in 1887 united?
ltio sooner did President Cleveland al'fly Secretary Endicott to approve the
stergestion of his adjutant general than
el great howl of denunciation arose.
Ily one of the leading newspapers of
'Minnesota, Cleveland was assailed
. ith opprobrious epithets. The newspers; east and west excoriated him.
er the public. banquet tables Gene! B. F. Butler, General Lucius Faircldld, commander in chief of the Grand
Army of the Republic; Murat Halstead
end others hurled their vituperation.
I he then governor of Ohio wrote a lett±r. which Senator John Sherman indorsed, in which he emphatically refaised to surrender the flags, saying,
`iNo rebel flees shall be returned while
li am governor." General Fairchild
sEk1: "May God palsy the hand that
4-rote the order. May God palsy the
I rain that conceived it, and may God
palsy the tongue that dictated it." So
verwhelnaing was the public bitteress at the thought of giving back the
daptured flags that the president had
ti, reacind the order to deliver up to
4he southern 4tates their flags on the
A Dead Issue.ground that the flags were the properof the United States, and therefore
Second fact: When the god of battles
the United States alone had the right decided the civil strife the southerners
4,return them.
almost to a man were ready to accept
that decision. When Finland was conBeginning of the End.
by the Russians in 1809 and A:euered
Oh. the sectional bitterness which
:ax rankling in the human hearts .sace and Lorraine were conquered by
orth and south in MST! But in spite Germany in 1871 and Spain and Italy
I' filet fact that letter of R. C. Drum's and Holland and Naples and NI estphatrove(' to be the beginning of the end. lia were conquered by France in the
tepidly and surely the last tires of Napoleonic wars these people were
ectional strife died away. In 1898 the compelled to bend the knee at the
ery men who had most vehemently stroke of the sword, but they and
oppoaed the returning of the Confeder- their conquerors never became one.
etc flags were most anxious to see Ma- Finiand today , is no more Russian than
ear McKinley do what President Cleve- It is Japanese. Alsace and Lorraine
land had failed to accomplish. )en Feb. may pay their taxes to Germany, but
4, 1e0Se.cougress passed the bill an- their hearts are in the Tuileries. No
noriziug the war department to return sooner did Napoleon abdicate than the
ell the Confederate flags captured in kings and queens whom he had de4attle. Governor Foraker, who had posed were gladly welcomed back by
fought the movement before, was then their Oople to their vacated thrones.
senator, and he was the most enthusi- Not thus was the ending of the civil
astic advocate of the bill. Yes, yes,. at war. The southern people are not a
last the civil war was ended. At last subjugated people. They are not a peorly the voluntary return of the blood ple trembling at the sound of the canIcaked battleflags the United States non's explosion. They are a people
ongress declared there was no north, who had an issue. They said, "Let us
o south, no east, no west, no conquer- decide this issue once for all at the
rs and no vanquished. The Confeder- cannon's moeth." And when the god
.te battlefiags were given back to the of battles decided against them these
whose comrades had baptized people said, "The issue is forever
illen
dead." The northerner said: "Here.
them with their life's blood.
Why did the north return those old men of the south, here are your flags.
lettleflags of the southern army? We have no differences today. Take
erse the northerners realized that the them back as heroic emblems of your
outherners were honest men and had glorious deeds on many battlefields.
n honest in their advocacy of the Take them and keep them for your
te rights principle all through the children to look upon with reverence
ar. The northerners realized that the and awe. They are yours and not ours.
eame fidelity to principle which made We are all brothers, of one race and
that
elassachusetts and Illinois and Wis- one nation." Oh. today thank God
that
all
and
settled
queetionseire
these
centhe
for
fight
onsin and California
ralizatkei of government drove Geor- all the old hearthernings are over.
and Alabama and South Carolina The returning of the southern flags
o fight for state riehts. These men. proves it.
There was sell another reason why
rn below the Mason and Dixon line,
No
old tags were returned.
those
were not dishonest or mercenary. They
the
then
over
war
the
was
sooner
because
principle,
a
for
ivere fighting
they believed the principle was just. southern men began to work. side by
And for that principle they were ready l!de with their northern courttrymen
for the upbuilding of the uation. They
o sacrifice their lives.
dropped the sword f y: the plow, the
The Work of Years.
gun
DIA
for the mawing
flit some years had to pass before 0:ay did
for
bean
work
to
more—they
the boys in blue and the boys In gray
for
as
well
as
north
the
of
benefit
the
tould meet and fellowship together and
4
t,
I

teV

1,

t

rta
t
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zee south, for the west as well as for
the east. And as in the Spanish-American war U. B. Grant, Jr., served upon
the staff of Pita-Hugh Lee and Joe
Wheeler fought under the stars and
stripes by the aide of Lawton, so side
by side in congressional balls and on
judicial bench and in mercantile establiehreent the southerners worked
with the northerners for the development of our whole nation. You could
not find any difference in these inen's
patriotism by the place of their birth.
Laos a Buck, Call.
I was very much struck with thts
fact when my mind ran over the names
prominent in our national legislative
halls thirty years ago. A great army
of statesmen had entered Washington
from our southern states. Nearly all
of these men had worn the Confederate
gray or been prominent in Richmond.
There were Alexander Stephens and
Lamar and Harris and Gordon and
Pugh and Morgan and Wade Hampton
and Zebulon Vance and F. M. Cockrell and M. C. Butler and Berry and
a great number of others too munerens to mention. My, what a list there
was! When we read their names it
seems as though we hear the bugle
call and the rattling of arms and the
yelling of the cavalry charge. When we
look into the United States senate of
thirty years no it seems as though the
field officers of a great Confederate
army had been collected for a council
of war. But, though those southern
statesmen assembled In Washington,
they were not assembled for a council
of war, but for a council of peace.
Those ex-Confoderate soldiers were
planning and contriving for the prosperity of the whole United States and
not for a part. They were working
hand and glove with their northern,
colleagues for the success of our reunited land. And, though the north.
as a whole, in the early seventies did
not have conf2dence in the loyalty of
the new south, the northern statesmen
In Washington who came In touch with
those southern statesmen learned to
trust the south.
When such true leaders as Charles
Sumner, from Massachusetts, and Lucius Lamar, from Mississippi,, and hundreds and thousands of men like them
could strive as soon as the civil war
was over to weld this broad country
together, is it any wonder that teeter
awhile the rank and file should fall
Into line and cry, "My countrymen,
know one another and you will love
one another?" Oh. yes, the return of
the C-onfedeiate flags by the north was
a natural sequence to such a patriotic
love as that. No sooner was the Appomattox treaty signed than the true
spirit of the north and the south started
in to obliterate sectional strife.
Lastly, I remark that the north gave
back the Confederate flags because the
two sections of our country, by travel
and intercommunication, got acquainted and learned to know each other.
The northerners traveled south, and
they had a taste of southern hospitality, including the hot breads and the
Johnnycakes, and they liked them. And
the southerners traveled north and
learned that there were chivalry and
warm, loving hearts among the New
England snows as well as among the
Georgia flowers. And a new generation began to grow up which knew not
Joseph. The college boys of the north
would persist in falling in love with
the bright eyed maidens from the
south. The sons of the old southern
brigadier generals would persist in attacking the firesides of their fathers'
old enemies and carrying away the
northern girls as willing captives in
the old •war called love. Cupid's darts
were flying everywhither until at last
the north awoke and said, "Why, those
southern boys are not born with horns
and cloven feet" And the southerners
began saying, "Why, those northerners
do love something besides the dollar."
Then the golden cords of affection began to intwine themselves about northern heart and southern heart until the
same blood by the cradle was being
pumped through the arteries of both.
Had the north known the south and
the south known the north in 1857 as
they do in 1907 there would have been
no civil war. That war for the most
part was caused by the Ignorance of
the different sections of each other.
The Confederate Flag.
Thus, brave men of the north and
brave, men of the south, in the name
of out reunited country before this approaching Memorial day I salute you.
You two classes of veterans have not
only proved to the world that you are
physical heroes, but greater than this—
that you are moral and spiritual heroes. You have not only proved to the
great wide world that you have courage and backbone enough to fight, but
that you also have nobility of soul
enough to forget and forgive past differences. In this beautiful land of ours
for 364 days out of the year we only
want one flag. That flag must be the
stars and stripes. We want it waving
from every home and every schoolhouse and every church and every legislative hall. But on the spring Memorial day we like to see the folds of the
old Confederate flag for a little while
wrapped about the folds of the stars
and stripes, which once battled with
it. That Confederate flag is the emblem'of many a heroic deed of the true
American heart, as the United States
flag is also the emblem of many a true
heroic deed.
Oh. the bravery of the past, when
the great armies of the north and the
south were in mortal conflict! Did not
the two armies then respect the bravery and nobility of each other and bow
In reverence to the heroism of their
foes? At the siege of Vicksburg, May
22, 1863, the commanding general ordered the Ninety-ninth regiment of Illinois volunteers to charge a redoubt
occupied by the Second infantry of
Texas. As the northern regiment moved forward to the charge the colonel
gave the command: "Boys, don't look
back. Keep your faces toward the en-
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erny and charge." On and on went tlla
line. Under the withering fire of the
eteseay the northern regiment broke
and retreated. But the color bearer or
that regiment, Thomas Higgins be
name, was fleeter footed than the rest.
Ile carried high the flag in the charge
and moved straight on. He did no:
know that his companions had turd
back. Ile kept his face toward the en
enly. And there he was, one northern
soldier, with the old flag flying high
over his head, charging alone a thousand men in gray. Then there rose the
cry from the Confederate ranks: "Don't
shoot him! Let the hero live! Don't
shoot!" And so Thomas Higgins, the
color bearer, carrying the old flag of
the Union, moved on until at last the
Confederate soldiers opened their ranks
and swallowed him up and then sent
him back again a free man.
If the brave soldiers of old could Ix.
so merciful to each other, can we not
be just as forgiving today? The northerners have given back to the southern
states the Confederate flags. By that
symbol we say, -The war of 1861 has
forever passed away." But today let
us enter into another compact. Let the
south today bring out her old tattered
flags. Let the northern soldiers bring
out today again their old tattered flags.
And let the ragged folds of these old
banners be wrapped about each other
as north and south clasp bands and
say: "We are brothers. We have the
same government. We have the same
land. And as one nation we will always live, blessing the common heritage of the brave deeds of the boys in
blue and the boys in grey." Thank
God for the day when the northern
states returned the Confederate flags
captured in battle. By that act they
truly and forever captured the southern hearts in love. Yes, at last the
north and the south are truly united
and are one.

The Kind You Have Always Boug!'21-9 and which has been
in use for owls 30 years, has borne the siL,rnature of
and has been made um..,_-7.• his personal supervision Waco its ir.fancy.
• Allow no one to deceive you!.4 this.
An Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-good." are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Cildren—Experience against Experiment.

What is CASTORIA
Castorla, is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare.
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic,
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishuess4 It cures Diarrhcea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Dowels, giving. healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.

The Kind You Have Always Boll
In Use For Over 30 Years.

STOMACH ACHE

Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin
(Laxative)

ALWAYS.

Bears the Signature of

[Copyright, 1907, by Louis laa3"scsit4

You have
more or leas
trouble wit4
your stomach, your
bowels and
your liver—
everybody
does. And
when these
delicate and
easily-disordered organs do get
out of order,
they are the
worst things
In the world to you. If you took the
right kind of care of them, you wouldn't
suffer, but you don't.
The only way you can correct the trouble you do have and prevent these parte
from getting out of order is to use

CASTOR IA

CENUINE

THE

CENTAUR COMPANY. TY MURRAY STREET. NEW YORK CITY.

Louisville 86 Nashville Railread
E.ffect.ive April 13,1905

TIME' CkS.R1:0

SOUTH

NORTH.

No. 62 St. Louis Express...10:08 a m No. Si St. Louis Express....6:18 p m
No. 64 St. Louis Fast
10:06 p m ! No. 53iSt. Louis Fast Mail..6:12 am
No. 92 Chicago and New
No. 93, Chicago and New
11:50 p m Orleans Limited
Orleans Limited
6.47 a m
No. 66 Hopkinsville Accom.8:66 p in , Nc. 66 Hopkinsville .Accom.7:06_a in
Nos. 62 and M connect, at St. L is for all points I'est.
No.61 connects at Guthrie for Meumphis line points as far south
Erin and for Louisville, Cincinnati and the east.
Nos. 63 and 66 make direct connection at Guthrie for Louisville, Cin
Nos. 53 and 66 also connect
cinnati and all points north and east thereof
for Memphis and way points.
No. 92 runs through to Chicago and will not carry passengers to points
south (.1 Evansville, also carries through sleepers to St. Louis.
No. 93 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macon, Jacksonville, St4..e-gnst1ne
and Tamps, Fla. Also Pullman sleepers to New Orleans. Connects
.1• C. HOOE, Agt.
Guthrie for points east and west.

Everybody knowsthat PEPSIN is good

for the stomach, but in combination with

Illinois Central Railroad

certain plant drugs by DR. CALDWELL'S formula, its natural value
Is highly increased.
DR.CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIN
is the best thing in the world for correcting and curing all forms of stomach
trouble—you'll say so when you try it.
DR.CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIN
ean be obtained in both dollar and halfdollar sizes at all druggists, and your
money will be refunded if it fails to
benefit you.

C
ah•
'
•kr-

TkME

Effective May 26th, 1907
NORTH ROUND.

No 332 Padlicah-Cairo, Evansville; Louisville, leave.. .6:00 a. /n.

.ii:20 a. m.
206 Evansville-Mattoon Express.
8.16 p. m
Limited,
26 Chicago-Nashville
SOUTH
BOUND.
Your postal card request will bring by return
25, Nashville-Chicago, Limited.. ...... ............6:35 a. In,
mail our new booklett "DR. CALDV7ELL'S
•
44
BOOK OF WONDERS" and free sample to
6:25 p. m.
Evansville and Louisville Mail,arrives
206,
those who have never tried this wondesfili
3:35 p. m.
321 Evansville-Nashville Mail
weedy. Mail your postal today.
Nashville-Chicago Limited carries free reclining cnair cars and buffet
sleeper. All trains run daily. Train 25 and 26 make local stops between
PEPSIN SYRUP CO.
Monticello, Illinois
J. B. MALLON, Agt.
Nashville and Princeton.
44
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ProfessierialCaras
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DR. J. H. RICE,

ESTARL.SHED P858

Physician
and Surgeon.

IP YOU WANT

Office over Frankel's Store. Cumb.
Phones—Office, 62; Residence 183.
Home Phone, residence 1275.

WIILL SMITH
DENTIST.
Office over Cmoner's Grocer.
Gas administered when desired,

inaure
against Accident or Sickness in thf
best company in the business. Pay
your premiums by month or year.
The cost is such a trifle you'll be
surprised. See

W.

CALL,

Fire, Life and Accident Insurance,
Hopper Building.

Dr. R. L. Bradley,

Ring, a Diamork.a
Jewelry. Silye,- kare,

•

sr Cut Glass

1

eel THE BEST QUAL:TY Aso
"gip*, MIIICE$
FROM JS, IF YO( CANNOT 000AP IN PERIM, WRITE'OR
0..)11 CATALOGUE,

Satisfaction Guaranteed
Money Returned.

or

leairtitui colored birth stone

SOUVENIR FREE
for the asking

The L L Hof Jevielrg Co.
-

404 Union St.
liroartTlOn '44
PAPER.

NASHVILLE.'INN.

1111111,11M.N.
,
...166:51

Veterinary Surgeon,
Graduate of Ontario Veterinary Col
lee, Toronto, Canada.
Specialist in Surgery, Foot am:
Leg Lameness and Dentistry. Castration or Stallions; firing by a new
process. Very special surgical oper
ations for tke cure of Spavinstand
Neurotomy f6r the:cure
,if lameness in Navicular diseases.
_Iffice at Gray & Gates livery stable,
East Ninth street, near L. & N.,deoot. Telephone 145.
ALL CALLS by letter or telephone
promptly attended to.

HOPKINSVILLE - KENTUCKY

Hunter Wood & Son
Attorneys-at-Law.
Hopkinsville, -

Kentucky

1•

YouTake
It's 10 to 1 you do if

3't1 are *

of rialarIa.

Don't Do It. Ift's Drinvronavsk ..:11 admit It will cur,rigZart,-,. ..41; it. wars,
almost deadly after adeete

INE
ts purely vegetable and absolutely guaranteed
to our malaria, ciek neadache, biliousness,
and all stoinc,ch,kidney and livet oorrpiabite.
TRY IT TO-DAY
AU Diiggi
50 Centi e Bottle.
At Anderson-Fowler Co. (incorporated) and L. L. -

V
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FOR LIFE OF FRIEND
DENNY

&

4
44/

Alija Drive In

P, SMITH PLEADED IN
ARIZONA COURT.

wt
'One%

4;5

Shirts

Verdict In Second Degree With Recomendation for Clemency in Trial

POWDER
-BAKING
ft Nee*fromofrartarve
1PureGrapeCream
1
0
.

of Prof. Roach.

(From Tuesday's Daily)
Commonwealth's Attorney Denny
P. Smith arrived in the city last
night from Prescott, Arizona, where
he had been to defend his life-long
friend, Prof. Thomas Gideon Roach,
on a charge of murder. Mr. Smith
and Roach were raised together and
were students at the same time at
State college in Lexington. Ky.
When Mr. Smith resigned as principal of the public schools of Cadiz to
, study law, he was succeeded by
Roach who conducted the s ehools
'
ROYAL costs you a few cents more per can than.Alum:orl'hos.
I with great success. Contractir.g conphate of Lime powders, but it is worth far more than-the-difference
sumption, Prof. Roach, with his
: wife and two little children, moved
to keep your biscuits, cakes and pastry free from the injurious
four years ago to Arizona in the
effects of these cheapening substitutes.
hope of benefitting his health. He
use of Alum means permanenfinjiirfto'heal&
became a miner and lived in the little town of Hooper. He had never
taken a drink of intoxicating liquor
' up to the time he left Keatucky, but
in Arizona, owing to the state of his
health, physicians advised him to
, drink moderately. Unfortunately
he began in the course of time to
drink to excess. On Nov. 9, 1906, in
the mining. town of Crown King,
while under the influence of liquor,
he ran amuck and had several fits
; fights in saloons. When last seen in
! the town he was armed with a Winchester rifle and was 'declaring that
he was going to wind up the night
BUTLER-O'HARA.
by killing somebody. A short time
the bullet of a Winchester
later,
Beginning J uly 1 the employes of
through the window of a
sped
rifle
CERULEAN, Ky., May 30.-A
the local postoffice, as will every
postoffice in the country, will have beautiful wedding was solemnized saloon and pierced the heart of a
a large amount of extra labor thrust Wednesday morning at ten o'clock young miner. The victim of the bulTWO MORE PETITIONS WERE
upon them, this being the accurate at the home of the bride's parents, let was standing near a man with
FILED FRIDAY
weighing and tabulating of the Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Butler, of whom Roach had fought earlier in
weights of every sack of mail which Christian county, uniting the desti- the evening. Not far from the sapasses through the office. All the nies of Mr. J. Ray O'Hara and Miss loon and in front of the window a
man's tracks were discovered, todifferent classes of mail matter, even Grace Butler.
with two letters addressed to
gether
young
popular
this
about
be
Grouped
to
have
C.,
I.
will
the
franks
including the
One Man Wants $1000 From
G.
T.
Roach.
Butler
the
of
lawn
the
"Trailers," men exon
couple
of
weights
thus weighed and the
and Another $500 From
in
perienced
following the tracks of
each class will have to be kept sepa- country home were the immediate
The L. & N,
rately. This will entail a large relatives only. The ceremony was horsethieves and other criminals
amount of extra work in weighing spoken by the bride's brother, Rev. and who are known as human bloodthe mail but an even greater feature J. Barney Butler, and was made hounds, claimed to have tracked the
will be the clerical labor involved. doubly sacred and beautiful bytbe
Edmund
This will be kept up for six months simplicity of the scene and sweet
Suit was filed Friday by
stillness of Mother Nature.
Reed against the Illinois Central or until Jan. 1. 1908.
The bride was lovely in a girlish
The reason for this is the recent
railroad company for $1,000. He
a
bought
of white voile over a dainty
gown
he
receiving
16
were
March
railroads
the
on
that
cry
claims that
to
Pierceton
carryof green taffeta silk. She is
shade
for
from
money
entirely too much
round trip ticket
return
for her winsome wompaid
loved
much
the
Clarksville, but that on
ing the mails; that the amount
trip when the train reached Pierce- was too much for the amount anliness and sweet thoughtfulness
toe it ran by the station at full speed handled. fly these figures for six and will be much missed from her
and then stopped suddenly which ulonths the government expects to home community.. Mr. O'Hara is
threw him off the steps where he arri+e at a definite conclusion in a young man of sterling character
and is in the mercantile business at
the matter.
was standing.
McGowan, Ky.
Jerry Shelton wants $500 damages
'With abundant showers of rice
from the Louisville & Nashville railheartiest congratulations Mr.
and
bought
he
says
He
company.
road
O'Hara left for a visit of
MadisonMrs.
and
to
Nashville
a ticket from
to relatives and friends
days
several
accommodathe
ville and boarded
that
claim
who
inhabitants,
Old
after which they
Princeton,
near
claims
Sio.i which stops here. He
simare
year
this
signs
weather
the
will reside at McGowan.
that the conductor gave him a
ilar in many respects to those of
punched ticket instead of his regu1816, "the year without a summer,"
lar ticket. lie says that he caught
when there was ice in July and Au
the fast train here but when the conBLRT-MANN.
are much interested in the disgust,
ductor came around he refused to
covery of ful1N-matured cockleburrie
honor the check the other conductsays a despatch from Columbus, Ga.
Mr. Omer Burt and Miss Kate
or gave him and put him soff the
They claim that this burr never
was
he
and
city
this
of
north
Mann were married Tuesday morntrain
matures until just before frost, and
here.
back
forced to walk
ing at 10 o'clock at the home of the
the fact that they have recently debride's sister, Mrs. G. M. Tribble.
veloped shows that wise nature is
Mr. McKay, of Cerulean was
Rev.
aware of the fact that "the good old
officiating clergyman and the ceresummer time" will this year be a
mony was witnessed by only a few
Mr. W. H. Moore is packing his frosty petiod.
friends of the contracting parties. '
goods preparatory to removing from
One old citizen, who is much
Owensboro to a fine farm he pur- struck with the fact that the cockhe The attendants were Miss Etta
chased on la.st Saturday from Mr. J. burrs are now fully developed, says Tribble and Mr. Jim Woosley. The
bridesmaid wore white
J.Metcalfe, Of teilristian county.The that in previous years he has al- bride and
room was decorated with
the
and
farm is but three-fourths of a
ways been able to tell when frost cedar and roses. Miss Mann is the
from Hopkinsville and is a beautiful would appear by watching the attractive daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
place. The departure. of Mr. and cockleburrs that they would always Mann. Mr. Burt is the son of Mr.
Will Burt, of Caledonia, and a prosMrs. Moore from Owensboro will be mature a few days before the first perous young farmer. They will
regretted by their many friends frost of the fall.
make their future home at Caledonia.
here.-Owensboro Inquirer.

for Saturday, June 1.

The only excuse for buying anything but
a Pure Grape Cream of Tartar Baking
Powder is to save a few cents in price;

59c

Continued

Avoid Alum Ailments—Say plainly

ROYAL BAKING
POWDER
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Aalwartme,„, -

We were fortunate in securind 75 dozen
new, up-to-date $1.00 shirts at a ridiculous low price. As we buy so we sell,
and maka :the price 59c. Come quick
and det the selections. All sizes 14 to 18.

J. T. Wall & Co.

SUE THE RAILROADS UNCLE SAM IS ALERT

•

lb
?

murderer to Roach's home six miles in the second degree with a reccrnaway. Roach denied that he was mendation of mercy, and Prof.
guilty, but circumstantial evidence Roach will likely escape with a short
was so strong that it was generally prison sentence.
believed that he would be hanged.
A Certain Cure for Aching Feet.
Without money or influence, he apShake
into your shoes Alien's
pealed to his old friend, Denny
Foot
-Ease,
a powder. It cures Tired,
Smith, back in Kentucky, who
though court was in session at Ca- Aching, Callous, Sweating, Swollen
diz,went to Arizona and pleaded for feet. At all druggists and shoe
the life of his boyhood churn. The stores, 25c. Sample FREE. Addres:
jury brought in a verdict of murder, Allen S. Olmstead, LeRoy,N. Y.

•-•

Trousers

CUCKLEBUN CHILL

With Splendid Values

E show with pardonable pride the
most extensive a Eortment of Men's
and Young Men's Trousers we have ever
brought out for your inspection. Embracing the finest woolens, cut and trimmed by the best tailors, these hand tailored trousers cannot fail to please you.

W

BUYS FINE FARM

s.

TO OPEN GARAGE.
Jack Lesre Will Put In Line of Automobiles.

Kentucky Fair Dates
The following are the dates fixed
for holding the Kentucky fairs for
1907, as far as reported:
Standford, July 7-3 days.
Henderson, July 24-5 days.
Lancaster, July 24-3 days.
Madisonville, July 30-5 days.
Danville, July 31-3 days.
Georgetown, Aug.6-4 days.
Fern Creek, Aug. 13-4 days.
Lawrenceburg, Aug. 20-4 days.
Shepherdsville, Aug. 20-4 days.
Ewing, Aug. 22-3 days.
Shelbyville. Aug. 27-4 days.
Hardinsburg, Aug. 27-3 days.
Elizabethtown, Aug. 27-3 days.
Springfield, Aug. 28-4 days.
Paris, Sept. 3-5 days.
Lexington, Sept. 23-6 daN.

The New Era is in reciept of the
following letter:
Lepeer, Mich., May 25.
Editor New Era:You may publish a notice in your
paper that I will arrive about the
first of June with a car load of automobiles and will open up a livery
and garage. I have 1 Peerless,
60-horse power car; 1 Rambler,
20-horse power ear; 1 Ford, 17-horse
power run-about; 1 Elmore, 11-horse
power runabout. Also the state
agency for the Carter Co., but owing
to their being behind with order I
will not be able to get one to bring
DeWitt's Carbolized Witch Hazel
with me at this time, but will have Salve does not merely heal on the
one at an early date.
surface; it penetrates the pores and
Yours truly,
promptiy relieves pain, caused by
JOHN LESL1 Es
boils, burns, scalds, cuts and skin
Mr. Leslie Was formerly one of the diseases. It is especially good for
ef the Ho14insville eLetric piles. Beware of imitations. Sold
by R. U. Hardwick.
•

•
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MRS. McKINLEY'S FUNERAL.
Canton, 0., May 30.-The funeral
of Mrs. William McKinley took
place with simple services held at
the McKinley residence which were
witnessed by a distinguished company, including President Roosevelt,
Vice Preident Fair banks, Gov. Harris and many high officials. During
the funeral and the progress of the
cortege to the cemetery all business
in Canton not absolutely necessary
ceased. Banks, stores, factories,
amusement louses and parks all
closed in honor of the distinguished
dead, and school children were dismissed from the day's tasks.

$3.50
$7:50
J. H.Anderson & Co.

STRAYED-From Crofton, Ky., 1
chestnut sorrel horse, 2 white hind
feet star in face, fistula scar on
•
shoulder. Last seen had on small
bell with rope collar. Will pay
liberal reward for any information
leading to his recovery.
J. R. ROGERS,
,1111.111.111111111111111.11111111111110MOMINIMMINMEIMEMEMM
d.w
CROFTON. -KY.
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